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Abstract

This dissertation focuses on acceleration techniques for Uncertainty Quantification

(UQ). The manuscript is divided into five chapters. Chapter 1 provides an introduc-

tion and a brief summary of Chapters 2, 3, and 4. Chapter 2 introduces a model

reduction strategy that is used in the context of elasticity imaging to infer the pres-

ence of an inclusion embedded in a soft matrix, mimicking tumors in soft tissues.

The method relies on Polynomial Chaos (PC) expansions to build a dictionary of

surrogates models, where each surrogate is constructed using a different geometri-

cal configuration of the potential inclusion. A model selection approach is used to

discriminate against the different models and eventually select the most appropriate

to estimate the likelihood that an inclusion is present in the domain. In Chapter

3, we use a Domain Decomposition (DD) approach to compute the Karhunen-Loève

(KL) modes of a random process through the use of local KL expansions at the

subdomain level. Furthermore, we analyze the relationship between the local ran-

dom variables associated to the local KL expansions and the global random variables

associated to the global KL expansions. In Chapter 4, we take advantage of these

local random variables and use DD techniques to reduce the computational cost of

solving a Stochastic Elliptic Equation (SEE) via a Monte Carlo sampling method.

The approach takes advantage of a lower stochastic dimension at the subdomain
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level to construct a PC expansion of a reduced linear system that is later used to

compute samples of the solution. Thus, the approach consists of two main stages: 1)

a preprocessing stage in which PC expansions of a condensed problem are computed

and 2) a Monte Carlo sampling stage where samples of the solution are computed

in order to solve the SEE. Finally, in Chapter 5 some brief concluding remarks are

provided.
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1

Introduction

The world we live in is intrinsically uncertain and, as such, when we seek to model and

understand it, it is necessary to account for this uncertainty. The field of Uncertainty

Quantification (UQ) is a rapidly growing area of research that provides tools to both

characterize the uncertainty in our models and to understand its propagation through

the system. A challenge inherent to UQ problems is the increased computational

cost. Significant research has been devoted to develop techniques that reduce the

computation cost of performing UQ. This dissertation contributes another step in this

same direction by focusing on model reduction techniques and domain decomposition

methods to accelerate UQ.

This document covers two acceleration methods that are explained in three chap-

ters. The first method (presented in Chapter 2) deals with model reduction tech-

niques to reduce the computational cost of inferring stiff inclusions embedded in

a soft matrix. The material in this Chapter is based on a paper that has been

1



published in the Probabilistic Engineering Mechanics Journal (see [19]). The other

method (presented in Chapters 3 and 4) use domain decomposition techniques with

the ultimate goal of accelerating the solution of a Stochastic Elliptic PDE solver.

These two Chapters are based on two papers that are currently in preparation and

will be soon submitted for publication. All three chapters have their own detailed

introduction and motivation, as well as their own concluding remarks. A detailed

outline of the dissertation is provided below.

In Chapter 2, we present a method for inferring the presence of an inclusion

inside a domain; the proposed approach is suitable to be used in a diagnostic device

with low computational power. Specifically, a Bayesian framework is used for the

inference of stiff inclusions embedded in a soft matrix, mimicking tumors in soft

tissues. We rely on a Polynomial Chaos (PC) surrogate to accelerate the inference

process. The PC surrogate represents the dependence of the displacements field

with the random elastic moduli of the materials, and are computed by means of the

Stochastic Galerkin (SG) projection method. Moreover, the inclusion’s geometry is

assumed to be unknown, and this is addressed by using a dictionary consisting of

several geometrical models with different configurations. A model selection approach

based on the evidence provided by the data (Bayes factors) is used to discriminate

among the different geometrical models and select the most suitable one. The idea

of using a dictionary of pre-computed geometrical models helps to maintain the

computational cost of the inference process very low, as most of the computational

burden is carried out off-line for the resolution of the SG problems. Finally, numerical

tests are used to validate the methodology, assess its performance, and analyze the

robustness to model errors.

2



In Chapter 3, we present a method to efficiently determine the dominant Karhunen-

Loève (KL) modes of a random process; more generally, the method solves Fredholm

equations of the second kind. The truncated KL expansion is one of the most com-

mon techniques for the approximation of random processes, primarily because it is

an optimal representation, in the mean squared error sense, with respect to the num-

ber of random variables in the representation. However, finding the KL expansion

involves solving integral problems, which tends to be computationally demanding.

This work addresses this issue by means of a divide-and-conquer strategy based on

a domain decomposition approach, enabling the efficient computation of a possibly

large number of dominant KL modes. Specifically, the computational domain is par-

titioned into smaller non-overlapping subdomains, over which independent local KL

decompositions are performed to generate local bases which are subsequently used

to discretize the global modes over the entire domain. The latter are determined by

means of a Galerkin projection. The procedure leads to a reduced Galerkin problem,

whose size is not related to the dimension of the underlying discretization space, but

is actually determined by the desired accuracy and the number of subdomains. It

can also be easily implemented in parallel. Another key aspect of the work presented

in this chapter is that we analyze in detail the relationship between local random

variables at the subdomain level and global random variables that characterize the

random process over the entire domain (this relationship is exploited in Chapter

4 where we use the local random variables to accelerate a Monte Carlo sampling-

based Stochastic Elliptic PDE solver). Finally, extensive numerical tests are used to

validate the methodology and assess its serial and parallel performance.

In Chapter 4, we present an acceleration strategy for a Monte Carlo sampling-

3



based Stochastic Elliptic PDE solver. The proposed strategy relies on domain de-

composition techniques to partition the global domain into smaller non-overlapping

subdomains, and over each subdomain Polynomial Chaos (PC) expansions of local

boundary-to-boundary (BtoB) maps are constructed. The construction of the PC

expansions is done at a reduced cost by taking advantage of the notion of local ran-

dom variables discussed in Chapter 3. The PC expansions of the local BtoB maps

are combined together to construct a PC expansion of the global condensed problem.

Basically, our approach is divided into two main stages: 1) a preprocessing stage in

which PC expansions of a condensed problem are computed and 2) a Monte Carlo

sampling stage where samples of the solution are computed in order to solve the

SPDE. Having a PC expansion of the condensed problem significantly reduces the

cost of solving the SPDE via MC sampling, since constructing the system amounts

to simple polynomial evaluations. Both the preprocessing and the sampling stage

can be implemented in parallel and in particular, the preprocessing stage can be im-

plemented with minimal communication. A numerical example is used to showcase

the accuracy of the approach, its convergence properties, and parallel efficiency.

Finally, in Chapter 5 some concluding remarks are provided.

4



2

Multi-Model Polynomial Chaos Surrogate
Dictionary for Bayesian Inference in Elasticity

Problems

This chapter is adapted from Contreras, A. A., Le Mâıtre, O. P., Aquino, W., and

Knio, O. M. (2016). Multi-model polynomial chaos surrogate dictionary for Bayesian

inference in elasticity problems. Probabilistic Engineering Mechanics, 46, 107-119.

2.1 Introduction

The nondestructive characterization of the parameters describing a physical system

is a task of great importance and interest in various disciplines within science and en-

gineering. Examples of such tasks include seismic imaging [43, 94], health monitoring

of infrastructure [80, 1, 39], and more recently elasticity imaging [2, 20]. Elasticity

imaging is a very promising branch of medical diagnosis which applies inverse prob-

lems techniques to compute the elasticity modulus given a set of measurements of

5



a displacement or velocity field that is the result of some excitation force [67]. The

idea is inspired by the palpation technique used by doctors to determine the presence

of abnormal tissue through the sense of touch [79, 83]. Palpation, however, is limited

in detecting anomalies that lie deep in the body or which are too small [26]; more-

over, it tends to be qualitative as opposed to quantitative. Elasticity imaging takes

palpation to the next level by extending its range and effectiveness, all in a more

quantitative manner. The general goal of this work is to use a collection of models

within a Bayesian framework to estimate the contrast between the elastic properties

of different regions in a given domain.

The elasticity imaging technique encompasses three basic steps: first, the body is

deformed through an applied external load, then the deformation field is measured

(e.g. using ultrasound techniques), and finally the elastic properties are estimated by

solving an inverse problem. To approach this problem, Oberai et al. [67] assume that

the displacements are governed by the equations of equilibrium of an incompressible,

linear-elastic solid undergoing small, quasi-static deformation, and cast the problem

as a non-linear optimization problem; the objective is to find a shear modulus field

that minimizes the discrepancy between the measured and predicted displacement

fields. Another optimization approach is based on minimizing the Modified Error

in Constitutive Equation Functional [8], which measures the discrepancy in the con-

stitutive equations that connect kinematically admissible strains and dynamically

admissible stresses in addition to measuring the discrepancy between the measured

and predicted displacement fields. Other approaches include direct inversion meth-

ods [75, 89, 72], but these methods, although computationally less expensive, tend

to be more sensitive to noise in measurement data. All these approaches are deter-
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ministic, and consequently result in a single estimate of the elastic modulus, which

doesn’t accommodate for the quantification of uncertainty.

Important insights emerge by approaching inverse problems using a probabilistic

framework. Some of the methods introduced to deal with this problem include the

extended maximum likelihood method [25], the spectral stochastic method [65, 41],

the sparse grid collocation approach [101, 5], stochastic reduced order models [98],

and the Bayesian inference approach [91, 64]. In the Bayesian formalism, one obtains

additional insight by computing a probability distribution that summarizes all avail-

able information about the elastic moduli (e.g., we can estimate moments, marginal

distributions, quantiles), as opposed to the single value obtained in the deterministic

setting. Specifically, in the context of elasticity imaging, Koutsourelakis [48] use a

Bayesian framework to obtain probabilistic estimates of the material properties that

account for various possible sources of uncertainty; this works deals with simplified

geometries and large contrast ratio of the elastic properties. Another interesting ap-

proach is proposed by Iglesias [38], where the Bayesian framework is applied under an

infinite dimensional setting; this work, however, is limited to deterministic (known)

elastic properties and it requires an appropriate prior model.

For complex forward models, extracting information from the posterior distri-

bution can be very computationally expensive. Several techniques are applied to

address this computational challenge, such as the use of a two-stage MCMC to in-

crease the acceptance rate of the algorithm by using an inexpensive approximation

of the posterior distribution [24, 23, 17]; the use of proper orthogonal decomposition

(POD) to construct a reduced-order model for the direct simulations [97, 40]; the

use of adaptive hierarchical sparse grid collocation (ASGC) to obtain an approximate
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stochastic solution to the forward problem using piecewise linear interpolation [55];

and the use of Polynomial Chaos (PC) to approximate the solution of the stochastic

forward model either through collocation [7, 57] or through the stochastic Galerkin

method [59]. A related application of PC representations in the context of inverse

acoustic scattering problems is found in [27], where PC expansions are integrated

with optimization methods for the probabilistic characterization of hidden obstacles

and inclusions in acoustic media.

The objective of this work is to develop a method that can be used in a diagnostic

device with a low computational power to quickly assess the presence of an inclusion

in a given domain. To achieve this, the proposed approach breaks the process in two

steps: (1) an offline or pre-processing step where surrogate models are constructed

for different geometrical models, and (2) an online step where a model selection and

inference are performed on the basis of observations to assess the presence of an

inclusion. This is advantageous, since the main computational cost is carried by the

construction of the surrogate models, which is something that can be done offline

with a dedicated computer. Thus, once the surrogate models have been constructed,

the computational cost of the model selection and inference problem is relatively low

and can be effectively handled by the diagnostic device with limited computational

power. In more details, we extend the Bayesian approach proposed by Marzouk et

al. [59] to the case of multiple geometrical models as follows. First, a dictionary

of inclusion geometries is considered and for each of these geometries a suitable

Polynomial Chaos expansion of the displacement field is computed, in terms of the

unknown parameters (in our case the Young’s modulus and the Poisson’s ratio in

soft matrix and inclusion) by means of the Stochastic Galerkin (SG) method [28, 52].
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The SG allows for a fine control approximation error. When observations are made

available, the PC surrogates can be used to derive corresponding approximations of

the posterior distribution for the elastic properties given a geometry. Then, these

posteriors can be compared by computing the evidences or Bayes factors of the

geometrical models, in order to rank them and select the best one (or few best ones).

The posterior distribution(s) of the elastic properties for the best model (or best

ones) can then be used to reach a decision confirming or refuting the presence of

an inclusion, analyzing for instance the ratios between the mean properties in the

inclusion and soft matrix domains.

The outline of the Chapter is as follows. In section 2.2, we introduce the me-

chanical model of the elasticity problem and derive the Polynomial Chaos expansions

of the displacement field for a given geometry. In section 2.3, we describe the use

of the Bayesian framework to solve both inverse problem and the model selection

problem. In section 2.4 we present some numerical results showing the behavior of

the approach when the exact geometry of the model is known. Then, in section 2.5,

we look at the case when the exact model geometry is unknown and construct a

dictionary of surrogate models and rank them based on the evidence provided by

the data; also we test the robustness of the approach with respect to errors in the

mechanical model. Finally, in section 2.6 we provide concluding remarks.
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2.2 Physical Model and Polynomial Chaos Expansion

2.2.1 Physical Model

Continuous problem

The strong form of the equilibrium equations of a linear-elastic solid undergoing

static deformation due to boundary loads and displacements can be expressed as:

∇ ¨ σ “ 0 in Ω (2.1)

with boundary conditions:

σ ¨ n “ τ on Γτ , u “ u0 on Γu, (2.2)

where σ “ C : ε ” Cijkl εkl is the stress tensor; εpuq “ p∇u ` ∇uT q{2 is the lin-

earized strain tensor; u is the displacement field; n the unit normal to the boundary;

τ is the traction vector; Ω is the spatial domain; Γτ and Γu form a partition of the

boundary Γ of Ω; u0 is the essential boundary condition; and C is the fourth-order

constitutive tensor of linear elasticity. Under the assumption of an isotropic medium,

the constitutive tensor has only two independent elastic constants and can be written

as:

Cijkl “ λδijδkl ` µ pδikδjl ` δilδjkq (2.3)

where δij is the Kronecker delta and λ and µ are the Lamé constants [84]. This

decomposition of C is very advantageous for the computation of the PC coefficients

described in section 2.2.2.

The forward problem consists in finding the displacement field u that satis-

fies (2.1) for a given constitutive tensor C (i.e. known material properties). The

weak formulation of the forward problem is obtained after defining the space of
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trial functions, S “ tu | ui P H1pΩq,u “ u0 on Γuu, and the space of test functions,

V “ tv | vi P H
1pΩq,v “ 0 on Γuu. Multiplying (2.1) by an arbitrary v P V , inte-

grating over the spatial domain, using the divergence theorem, and the symmetry of

C we get:

a pu,vq “ pτ ,vq , @ v P V , (2.4)

where

a pu,vq ”

ż

Ω

εpvq : C : εpuqdΩ , pτ ,vq ”

ż

Γτ

τ ¨ vdΓτ . (2.5)

The function u P S that satisfies (2.4) is the equivalent weak solution of (2.1).

Finite element formulation

Using standard Voigt notation [76], the displacement fields, test functions, and their

derivatives are expressed as:

uh “ rN stuu, vh “ rN stvu, εhpuq “ rBstuu, εhpvq “ rBstvu, (2.6)

where tuu and tvu belong to Rm, m depends on the resolution of the finite element

basis, whereas rN s and rBs represent matrices of finite element shape functions and

their derivatives with respect to spatial coordinates, respectively. Substituting the

above approximations into the variational problem in (2.4) we get:

rAs tuu “ tF u , (2.7)

where

rAs ”
ÿ

elements

ż

Ωe
rBsT rCs rBs dΩ , tF u ”

ÿ

elements

ż

Γeτ

rN sT τ dΓ, (2.8)
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and rCs is the matrix representation of the fourth-oder tensor C. Thus, the solution

of the discretized forward problem reduces to inverting the linear system given by

(2.7).

Notice that through (2.7) we can define a map

T : rCs Ñ tuu, (2.9)

that takes a constitutive matrix as its input, and outputs a discretized displacement

field. This mapping, of course, is determined by the geometry of the problem and its

boundary conditions. We will refer to this map as the Deterministic Forward Map.

2.2.2 Polynomial Chaos Surrogate Model

From now on we will study the situation where the Lamé constants, λ and µ, are

stochastic quantities (i.e. rCs is random) and will layout the framework to accom-

modate this situation. As an initial step we seek to construct a stochastic map T̂

that approximates (2.9) when rCs is random and that can be efficiently sampled.

This map will be constructed using polynomial chaos expansion [28, 52], and we will

refer to it as the surrogate model.

In this work, we focus on the specific class of random processes that are in L2,

the space of second-order quantities. Following the notation in [52], let pΘ,ΣΘ, PΘq

be a probability space and θ a random event belonging to Θ. We denote L2 pΘ, PΘq

the space of second-order random variables defined on pΘ,ΣΘ, PΘq equipped with the

inner product 〈¨, ¨〉 and associated norm } ¨ }Θ:

〈X, Y 〉 “
ż

Θ

XpθqY pθqdPΘpθq “ E rXY s @X, Y P L2
pΘ, PΘq (2.10)

X P L2
pΘ, PΘq ðñ 〈X,X〉 “ }X}2Θ ă 8, (2.11)
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where E r¨s is the expectation operator.

The discrete counterpart of (2.3) is

rCs “ λ
“

Cλ
‰

` µ rCµ
s , (2.12)

where
“

Cλ
‰

and rCµs are constant matrices independent of both λ and µ. The

parameters λ and µ are bounded quantities and we will model them as a random

processes λpx, θq, µpx, θq P L8pΩq ˆ L2 pΘ, PΘq, and represent them in terms of the

truncated PC expansions:

λpx, θq »
Pλ
ÿ

γ“0

λγpxqΨγpξpθqq,

µpx, θq »

Pµ
ÿ

γ“0

µγpxqΨγpξpθqq,

(2.13)

where ξ pθq “ tξ1 pθq , ξ2 pθq , ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξN pθqu is a N -dimensional random vector, with

independent components having joint density pξ and Pλ ` 1 and Pµ ` 1 are the

number of terms in each corresponding expansion. The Ψγ form an orthonormal

basis, and are indexed such that Ψ0 “ 1. For simplicity we will take the number of

terms in both expansions to be the same, i.e. Pλ “ Pµ “ P . Furthermore, the number

of terms in each expansion is determined by the number of random variables, N , and

the polynomial degree of the PC expansion, p (again, we take the same polynomial

degree for both expansions); for a total order truncation, it is given by [52]:

P ` 1 “
pN ` pq!

N ! p!
. (2.14)

We also represent the stochastic discrete displacement field as a random field using
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a PC expansion of the form:

tûpθqu »
Pu
ÿ

α“0

tuαuΨαpξpθqq, (2.15)

where ξ pθq is the same random vector introduced above, tuαu P Rm are the PC

coefficients, and P ` 1 is the number of terms in the PC expansion of u. Pu is

determined from N and pu using (2.14). Without loss of generality we take Pu “ P .

Computation of PC coefficients

In this section we will describe the method to compute the coefficients in (2.15). We

start by substituting (2.13) into (2.12) to get the following PC expansion for rCs:

rCs pξq »
P
ÿ

γ“0

rCγsΨγpξq “
P
ÿ

γ“0

`

λγ
“

Cλ
‰

` µγ rC
µ
s
˘

Ψγpξq. (2.16)

Notice that the decomposition of rCs as given in (2.12) provides an explicit way to

compute the rCγs’s from the coefficients in the PC expansions of λ and µ. Substitut-

ing (2.16) into (2.8) and using the Galerkin projection on (2.7) accounting for (2.15),

we get the following coupled system of P ` 1 equations for the PC coefficients:

rA0s tuβu `
P
ÿ

α“0

P
ÿ

γ“1

rAγs tuαu 〈ΨγΨα,Ψβ〉 “ tFβu , β “ 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , P, (2.17)

where

rAγs “
ÿ

elements

ż

Ωe
rBsT rCγs rBs dΩ γ “ 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , P.

Equation (2.17) can be written more compactly as

rAstUu “ tFu, (2.18)
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where rAs “ rĀs ` rÃs; rĀsα,β “ rA0s δα,β; rÃsα,β “
řP
γ“1 rAγs 〈ΨγΨα,Ψβ〉;

tUuβ “ tuβu; and tFuβ “ tFβu; 0 ď α, β ď P .

We notice that the matrix rAs in the deterministic case, (2.7), is mˆm, whereas

the matrix rAs in (2.18) is pm ¨ pP ` 1qq ˆ pm ¨ pP ` 1qq. Thus, if m is large to

start with, which is typically the case, solving for tUu might incur a significant

computational cost. However, effectively exploiting the structure of rAs could offer

great computational savings. A simple approach [70, 49, 52] is to take advantage

of the decomposition rAs “ rĀs ` rÃs, which allows us to solve for tUu iteratively

according to:

tUuk`1 “ rĀs
´1

´

tFu ´ rÃstUuk
¯

. (2.19)

Since rĀs is block-diagonal, the iterations in (2.19) can be decoupled into (P ` 1)

independent updates for the tuβu’s, requiring the unique factorization of rA0s P

Rmˆm. Thus, the computation can be parallelized, and the same deterministic solver

can be used in the iterations.

So far we have expressed the constitutive matrix rCs in term of the Lamé con-

stants λ and µ because they facilitate the computation of the PC expansion of u.

The proposed approach can be immediately adapted to work in terms of alternative

pairs of elastic constants. For instance, it might be desirable to think in terms of the

Young’s modulus (E) and the Poisson’s ratio (ν). When this is the case, we can first

determine the corresponding PC expansions for E and ν and substitute them in the

following relations

λpx, θq “
Epx, θq νpx, θq

p1` νpx, θqqp1´ 2νpx, θqq
, µpx, θq “

Epx, θq

2p1` νpx, θqq
, (2.20)
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using the Galerkin product and division [52]. The polynomial order in the expan-

sions is selected such that the error introduced in this step is sufficiently small. The

same can be done for other pairs of elastic constants such as the shear modulus

and the bulk modulus. In the present work, we considered model based in pE, νq

variabilities, though we take the Poisson’s ratio in a range ν « 0.5 where the ma-

terial is nearly incompressible and in agreement or consistent with other properties

variability reported in the literature (see e.g. [29, 15, 31, 33]).

2.2.3 Error in the PC surrogate model

In order to assess the fidelity of the surrogate, we rely on the following error measure,

ϑ̂2
”

E
”

}upξq ´ ûpξq}2L2pΩq

ı

E
”

}upξq}2L2pΩq

ı , (2.21)

where u is the displacement computed using the full forward model and û “
řP
α“0 uαΨα

is the displacement computed using the surrogate model.

We approximate (2.21) by Monte Carlo sampling, computing the sample mean

and integrating over the discretized finite-element domain, i.e. we estimate ϑ̂ using

ϑ̂2
« ϑ2

”

řMS

i“1 }upξ
piqq ´ ûpξpiqq}2L2pSq

řMS

i“1 }upξ
piqq}2L2pSq

, (2.22)

where MS is the number of Monte Carlo samples and ξpiq are i.i.d. random real-

izations of ξpθq. In practice, a low number of samples MS can be used to get a

sense of how well the surrogate approximates the full model over the entire range of

ξ. Further, we recall that this surrogate construction is performed offline, and not

during the inference step.
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One parameter that impacts ϑ is P (or p). Recall that this parameter represents

the number of terms in the approximations of rCs and û. In section 2.4, we will

analyze how the error ϑ changes as a function of P . This will allow us to characterize

how the PC expansion of the displacement (i.e. the surrogate model) converges as

we increase the number of terms in the approximation.

2.3 Bayesian Inference and Model Selection

This section focuses on applying the Bayesian framework to solve two tasks: 1) the

inference problem of estimating rCs for a given geometrical model and 2) for a given

collection of models, how to rank them in order to select the ones that are more

suitable.

Figure 2.1 shows the schematic of the physical model and also two different ap-

proximations of the physical model that can be used for the construction of a surro-

gate model. In the first part of this section, we discuss the case in which the physical

geometry is completely known and we describe how to estimate the material proper-

ties of the domain using Bayesian inference. However, in practice, the actual shape

and/or location of the inclusion is unlikely to be completely known, and in the second

part of this section we present an approach that consists in creating a dictionary of

surrogate models each built with a different geometrical configuration for the size

and/or location of the inclusion. We apply a model selection analysis based on the

evidence provided by the data to discriminate among the different models.
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(a) Problem geometry (b) Surrogate geometry A (c) Surrogate geometry B

Figure 2.1: Schematic of the elasticity problem in which a given domain Ω has
an inclusion ΩI with different material properties. The part of the domain which
excludes the inclusion is denoted by ΩB. Figure (a) represents the geometry cor-
responding to the physical model. Figures (b) and (c) correspond to two different
approximations of physical geometry used to build surrogate models.

2.3.1 Bayesian Inference

We now focus on estimating rCs using Bayesian inference. We assume knowledge of

a geometry G and the availability of mo noisy observations of the displacement u at

points xi P Ω. Since rCs is parametrized by ξ, the Bayesian inference is recast in

terms of the parameter. We rely on a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm to determine

the posterior. The covariance matrix of the proposal distribution is determined using

information from the Hessian as outlined in A.

Using Bayes’ formula, the posterior distribution of ξ is given by

ppξ, ε|tYiu,Gq9pY ptYiu|ξ, ε,Gqpξpξqpεpεq, (2.23)

where pY ptYiu|ξ, ε,Gq is the likelihood of the observations, pξpξq is the prior, pεpεq

is the prior distribution of the noise hyper-parameter ε. The prior could be made

dependent on the geometry G, but for the sake of simplicity we will take the same

prior for all the geometries.
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We assume that the noise in the observations follows a Gaussian distribution, i.e.

Yi “ upxiq ` ηi, i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mo, where the ηi’s are i.i.d centered Gaussian RVs, with

variance ε2. Since the ηi’s are independent and Gaussian, it follows that

pY ptYiu|ξ, ε,Gq “
mo
ź

i“1

1
?

2πε2
exp

ˆ

´
pûpxi, ξ;Gq ´ Yiq2

2ε2

˙

. (2.24)

Notice that in (2.24) we have replaced u by û (the surrogate model approximation).

This substitution allows us to sample the posterior distribution at low computational

cost [59, 37]. Of course, success of this approximation depends on the availability of

a faithful surrogate, as further analyzed below.

We rely on an uninformative Jeffreys prior [62, 63] for the hyper-parameter ε ą 0,

i.e. we set:

pεpεq „
1

ε
. (2.25)

As for the prior, we assume that material properties of the background and the

inclusion are homogeneous, i.e. they are constant along the spatial dimension in each

respective domain. Furthermore, we work in terms of Poisson’s ratio and Young’s

modulus, and assume both of them to be uncertain. The background and the inclu-

sion are assumed to have the same, but uncertain, Poisson’s ratio (νpx, θq ” νpθq)

and a potentially different Young’s modulus (Epx, θq). Consequently, we express the

Young’s modulus as:

Epx, θq “ EBpθq p1´ Ipxqq ` EIpθqIpxq (2.26)

where EB and EI are the Young’s moduli of the background and the inclusion, respec-

tively; Ipxq is an indicator function that takes a value of one inside the inclusion and
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zero outside. Thus, the prior distribution is parameterized using a three-dimensional

germ, ξ pθq “ tξ1 pθq , ξ2 pθq , ξ3 pθqu; one dimension is used to characterize the un-

certainty in Poisson’s ratio and the other two to characterize the uncertainty in the

Young’s modulus of the background and the inclusion.

The Poisson ratio (ν) and the background Young’s modulus (EBq are modeled

as uniform random variables on the intervals pνmin, νmaxq and pEmin
B , Emax

B q, respec-

tively. The inclusion Young’s modulus (EI) is modeled as EI “ κEB, where κ is

uniformly distributed on p1, κmaxq. Parameterizing in terms of the ξi’s we have:

νpθq “ νpξ1pθqq “ νmin ` pνmax ´ νminqξ1pθqq, ξ1 „ Up0, 1q (2.27)

EBpθq “ EBpξ1pθqq “ Emin
B ` pEmax

B ´ Emin
B qξ2pθqq, ξ2 „ Up0, 1q (2.28)

EIpθq “ EIpξ1pθqq “ r1` pκ
max

´ 1qξ3pθqsEBpθq, ξ3 „ Up0, 1q (2.29)

where the parameters νmin, νmax, Emin
B , Emax

B , and κmax are variables that encode the

prior knowledge. In particular, µmax characterizes the amount by which EI surpasses

EB. For this parametrization we have almost surely EI ą EB. Note that following

the definitions above, the ξi’s are uniformly distributed over [0,1]. Therefore, the

PC basis functions Ψαpξ1, ξ2, ξ3q consist in products of univariate shifted-Legendre

polynomials.

Table 2.1 shows the values for the prior parameters that are used, unless otherwise

specified, throughout this Chapter. The values are based on the ranges used in [15,

31, 33, 10, 69]. Note that the Poisson’s ratio has been treated as random to show the

generality of the method, although in imaging application it is usually considered

known and fixed, assuming incompressible tissues. The prior distribution is however

selected so that the soft tissue is modeled as nearly incompressible for almost any
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event.

Table 2.1: Default parameters corresponding to the Young’s modulus prior [10, 69]
and the Poisson’s ratio prior [15, 31, 33].

Parameter Value
Emin
B 1ˆ 104Pa

Emax
B 9ˆ 104Pa

νmin 0.45
νmax 0.49
κmax 6

2.3.2 Evidence-Based Model Selection

As stated before, complete knowledge of the geometry might not be available. How-

ever, in order to build the surrogate model that speeds up the MCMC algorithm, we

need the specifics of the geometry. To address this we propose to build not one, but

many surrogates using different geometrical models. So, even if we don’t know the

true geometrical model, we can find a good approximation if our dictionary is exten-

sive enough. For instance, for the physical model shown in figure 2.1a, a surrogate

built with the geometry shown in figure 2.1b would allow us to properly infer the

presence of an inclusion in the domain; this will be further illustrated in section 2.5.

A remaining question, however, is how to discriminate among the different models in

our dictionary to select a suitable one. To address this, we consider the probability

of observing the data given the geometrical model Gk (commonly referred as the

evidence)

Ik
.
“ pY ptYiu|Gkq “

ż

pY ptYiu|ξ, ε,Gkqpξpξqpεpεqdξdε. (2.30)
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Evaluating the integrals Ik “
ş

pY ptYiu|ξ, ε,Gkqpξpξqpεpεqdξdε can be computation-

ally difficult and expensive. However, when the posterior density is highly peaked

about its maximum a posteriori (MAP) pξ̃, ε̃q, we can use Laplace’s method to ap-

proximate the integral I as follows [46]:

Ik « Îk “ p2πq
pN`1q{2

|´rHLP s|
´1{2 pY ptYiu|ξ̃, ε̃,Gkqpξpξ̃qpεpε̃q, (2.31)

where N is the dimension of ξ and rHLP s is the Hessian matrix of the log-posterior

distribution of model Gk. The computation of the Hessian is made relatively straight

forward thanks to the fact that we are using PC representations. Additional details

regarding the computation of the Hessian are provided in A. Furthermore, the MAP

point, pξ̃, ε̃q, can be obtained either by using an optimization approach or by using

the MCMC algorithm to sample the posterior. In both cases, having a surrogate

model provides significant computational savings. Moreover, if an optimization ap-

proach were to be used, one could take advantage of the availability of the exact

PC Hessian to speed up the process. In this Chapter we use the sampled posterior

to compute the MAP. Since several models are to be compared, we have to sample

several posteriors which are expected to differ from a model to another. The sam-

pling of the different models is however inexpensive, thanks to the availability of the

surrogates, and it can be performed in parallel. More advanced sampling techniques

could be considered, including the exploration of the models space in addition of

the parameters space. This has not been considered in the present work as it was

found easier to fit proposal parameters adapted to each model, than determining

more general proposal parameters.

We have stressed the importance of evaluating the evidence at a low compu-
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tational cost because this step would be performed by a diagnosis device with a

relatively low computational power. Conversely, building an extensive dictionary of

surrogates for different geometries can be costly, but this process is part of a pre-

processing stage and can be done “offline” with a dedicated, more capable computer.

Whence the evidences Ik have been approximated a Bayes factor analysis can be ap-

plied to rank the geometrical models, with the first rank corresponding to the model

with the highest evidence.

2.4 Inference of Elastic Properties

In this section, we apply the methodology above to a simple example consisting of a

rectangular solid with an inclusion. A uniform static pressure (magnitude F “ 1Pa)

is applied at the top of the solid while the bottom part is restrained from motion.

bI

aI

𝑥"

𝑥# L

H
yc

xc

Figure 2.2: Schematic illustration of the computational domain, showing coordi-
nate axes and geometry of inclusion.
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A schematic representation of the setup is shown to scale in figure 2.2. We assume

that the background and the inclusion are homogeneous materials, i.e. the Poisson

ratio and Young’s modulus are constant in each respective domain. Furthermore,

we assume that the inclusion has a potentially higher Young’s modulus than the

background, whereas the Poisson ratio is the same in both regions. In addition,

we set L{H “ 1, aI{L “ 1{2, bI{H “ 1{4, and assume the inclusion is centered

at pxc, ycq “ p0.65L, 0.65Hq. The problem is solved on a finite-element mesh with

T6 elements, generated using the Triangle mesh generator [82] with the parameter

area “ 0.001 (which yields approximately 1,600 elements).

2.4.1 PC Surrogate

As stated earlier, it is essential to assess the fidelity of the PC surrogate model. To

this end, we analyze the behavior of the error ϑ (defined in section 2.2.3) as function

of p, the degree of the PC expansions of u,E, and ν. Specifically, we use (2.22) to

analyze the convergence of the approximation as the polynomial orders p is increased.

The error is estimated using a Monte Carlo approach with Ms “ 10,000; a large

number of samples was used to assure a high accuracy in the computation of the

error.

Figure 2.3 shows a plots of ϑ versus p, for νmin “ 0.45, νmax “ 0.49, Emin
B “ 10

kPa, Emax
B “ 90 kPa, and three different values of κmax. As expected, the relative

error decreases as p increases. We notice that increasing κmax results in a higher error

for p ă 6; this is because higher values of κmax imply higher levels of uncertainty.

Similarly, reducing (resp. increasing) the range for the Poisson’s ratio and/or the

Young’s modulus would reduce (resp. increase) the error. For the present situation
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Figure 2.3: Error versus polynomial order for pEmin
B , Emax

B q “ p1e4, 9e4q,
pνmin, νmaxq “ p0.45, 0.49q, with curves generated for different values of κmax, as
indicated. Estimates are obtained using (2.22) with Ms “ 10,000.

where only 3 parameters are involved in the PC expansion, an isotropic order is not

an issue. So, unless otherwise specified, we shall use in the following p “ 6, a value

that ensures a relative error of approximately 1%.

2.4.2 Numerical Results

To assess the performance of the inference method, we generated a synthetic set of

mo observations of the local displacement field, tYiu ” upxiq ` ηi, i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mo,

where the displacement upxq is computed by solving (2.7) with ν “ 0.48, EB “ 60

kPa, EI “ 240 kPa, and the ηi’s are independent, identically distributed, centered,

Gaussian random variables with standard deviation ε “ 0.03 ˆ uref , where uref “

2ˆFˆH{pEB`EIq is the deformation of a bar in uniaxial compression that behaves

according to Hooke’s law with modulus pEB ` EIq{2. We scale the noise variance

by the reference displacement so that the error is relative to the displacement’s

magnitude. Meanwhile, we constructed a surrogate model for upx, ξq using Emin
B “ 10

kPa, Emax
B “ 90 kPa, νmin “ 0.45, νmax “ 0.49, κmax “ 6, and p “ 6.
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Figure 2.4 shows the marginal posterior distributions of ξ1, ξ2, ξ3 and the hyper-

parameter, ε. These posteriors were sampled using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo

(MCMC) algorithm. Posterior distributions were then obtained from the chain sam-

ples using kernel density estimation [13]. We used a total of mo “ 545 observations

(distributed according to the regular pattern described in section 2.4.2). We notice

that the marginal posterior distributions are highly peaked and allow for very good

estimates of the true values of the Poisson ration ν, Young moduli EB, EI and noise

level ε to be obtained. Specifically, the calculated Maximum a Posteriori (MAP)

estimates νMAP “ 0.482, EMAP
B “ 60.1 kPa, EMAP

I “ 239.4 kPa, and εMAP “ 0.01,

are in close agreement with the true values.

From a diagnostic perspective, our main interest is to decide whether or not the

value of the Young’s modulus at the suspected inclusion is different from the value of

the Young’s modulus of the background, i.e. whether an anomaly is present. To this

end, it is more effective to analyze, directly, the posterior distribution of ρ “ EI{EB.

We expect for this ratio to be one if the Young’s modulus of the inclusion coincides

with that of the background, and greater than one if they are different (because we

assume that EI ě EB). Consequently, the results below will focus on the posterior

distribution of the contrast ratio ρ “ EI{EB.

Note that the formulation of the proposed method accommodates naturally other

priors, depending on the inference problem. For instance, one could relax the con-

strain EI ě EB, using EIpξ1pθqq “ r1{κmax ` pκmax ´ 1{κmaxqξ3pθqsEBpθq with

ξ3 „ Up0, 1q, and define ρ “ maxtEI{EB, EB{EIu as the diagnostic quantity. How-

ever, since the present work focuses on inferring inclusions stiffer than the back-

ground, we found it preferable to incorporate this information in the prior definition.
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Figure 2.4: Posterior distributions. In the plots, the red dashed-line corresponds
to a Gaussian fit of the distribution and the purple vertical line indicates the location
of the true values of ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, and ε, respectively.

Effect of contrast

In the analysis above, we used a PC surrogate obtained for κmax “ 6, i.e. the prior

anticipates that EI falls in the range EB ď EI ď 6EB. Using this PC surrogate,
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a synthetic inference exercise was conducted for EB “ 60 kPa and EI “ 240 kPa,

showing satisfactory predictions. However, we expect the two extreme cases EI “ EB

and EI “ κmaxEB to provide more challenging tests. The former is of great interest

because it represents the case where there is no anomaly, and we want to be able

to correctly infer this to avoid false-positives. The case where EI{EB is significantly

larger than 1 is of lesser concern, because the presence of the inclusion will be easily

ascertained; it is included nonetheless.
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Figure 2.5: Posterior distribution of ρ “ EI{EB (blue curves) for different values
of EI , with EB “ 60 kPa and 1% noise. The dashed red curve corresponds to the
Gaussian fit of the distributions, and the purple vertical line indicates the true value
of ρ.

Figure 2.5 shows the inferred marginal distributions of ρ “ EI{EB, for three

different contrast values, generated with fixed ν “ 0.48 and EB “ 60 kPa, and

EI “ 60, 240, and 360 kPa. Synthetic data are generated using the same procedure

described above, and the PC surrogate constructed earlier is used for the purpose of

sampling the posterior. In all cases, the MAP estimate of the contrast ratio is in good

agreement with the true value used to generate the observations. Specifically, for the

present tests, the situation involving absence of the anomaly is correctly detected
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with an essentially zero posterior probability for ratios EI{EB Á 1.1. Situations

involving the presence of the anomaly are also correctly diagnosed, even for extreme

values of the contrast ratio.

Effect of noise amplitude

One expects that the higher the noise level in the observations, the more challenging

it would be to obtain accurate inference of the contrast ratio. To analyze the impact

of the noise amplitude, we solved the inverse problem with EI{EB “ 4 and different

noise levels. Results are presented in Table 2.2, which provides estimates of the mean

and standard deviation of the marginal posterior for the contrast ratio. We notice

that, as expected, the standard deviation of the marginal distributions increases

appreciably, roughly linearly, with the noise amplitude. On the other hand, the mean

values (and the MAP estimates) are only weakly affected by the noise amplitude.

Thus, for the present case and the noise range considered, the noise amplitude has

insignificant impact on the diagnostic result.

Table 2.2: Comparison of inferred estimates of ρ “ EI{EB for different noise levels.
The values µ and σ correspond to the mean and standard deviation of the posterior
density of ρ.

pp ρ |Y q
µ σ

ε “ 0.5% 3.955 0.0169
ε “ 1% 3.965 0.0333
ε “ 3% 4.003 0.1021
ε “ 5% 4.057 0.1773
ε “ 10% 4.206 0.3837
ε “ 20% 4.482 0.7048
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Figure 2.6: Schematic of the location of the observations. New points are selected
following a regular pattern in which the distant to existing locations is maximized.

To analyze how the inference is affected by the number and location of observa-

tions, we investigated the posterior distributions of the contrast ratio for different

values of mo. In addition, we obtained results for observations made at locations

distributed according a regular pattern that is illustrated in figure 2.6. The pattern

starts with an observation mesh with five points and the observation density is then

systematically increased by introducing new locations such that the minimum dis-

tance between observation points is maximized. The figure depicts the observation

mesh corresponding to mo “ 13, 25 and 41.

Figure 2.7 shows the mean and standard deviation of the posterior density of

EI{EB as a function of mo. We notice that the mean fluctuates for small values of

mo, but that as we increase mo the inferred mean starts to converge to a value close

to 4 (the true value of EI{EB). Furthermore, we see that, as expected, the standard

deviation rapidly decreases as mo increases. It is very satisfactory that even with a
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Figure 2.7: Mean and standard deviation of the posterior density of ρ “ EI{EB as
a function of the number of observations, mo.

very limited number of observations (e.g. 5), we can satisfactorily infer the presence

of the inclusion.

2.5 Model Selection

In this section we analyze the case when the actual geometry of the physical problem

is not completely known (which is expected in most practical applications). To

address this issue, we propose to compute not only one, but several surrogates using

different geometrical models. As described in section 2.3.2, we use pY ptYiu|Gkq, the

evidence provided by the data, to rank the different models.

In the present work, a dictionary composed of 12 geometrical models is used.

Schematics of the models are shown in figure 2.8. The models are ordered from left-

to-right and top-to-bottom based on the value of the evidence; with the first model

corresponding to the one with the highest evidence. In the figures, the area enclosed
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by the blue solid-line corresponds to the geometry of the inclusion assumed by the

model, and the area enclosed by the yellow doted-line corresponds to the actual

geometry of the physical model. Visually, we notice that, as expected, the highest

ranked models are the ones in which the surrogate geometries agrees the most with

the true geometry.

Figure 2.9 shows the normalized log-evidence (left plot) and also the MAP esti-

mate of ρ (right plot) for each model. The evidence is normalized as follows:

Ek “
log ppY ptYiu|Gkqq ´minj log ppY ptYiu|Gjqq
log ppY ptYiu|G0qq ´minj log ppY ptYiu|Gjqq

, (2.32)

where pY ptYiu|G0q is the evidence given the true geometry. Since the true geometry

is expected to provide the highest value for the evidence, the normalized log-evidence

effectively falls in the range r0, 1s. We appreciate that the Evidence heavily favors

models 1 through 7 (which is what one would expect from figure 2.8). From the

MAP estimates of ρ shown in figure 2.9b, we notice that for model G1 the estimated

value is very close to the true value; this is not surprising, since G1 approximates well

G0. For other models, we see some deviation in the estimate from the true value.

The estimates provided by models G3 and G5 are higher than the true value because

these geometries have a good overlap with the true inclusion, but they enclose a

smaller area in the domain. Because of the smaller area the surrogate believes that

the Young’s modulus of the inclusion in higher than what it actually is. The converse

is true for models G2, G4, G6, and G7. Using nested geometries might provide some

means to get a closer estimate of ρ in this kind of setting.

Even though the inferred MAP of the contrast ratio are quite sensitive to geo-

metrical errors, the predictions are quite robust in the sense that in all cases one
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(a) G1 (b) G2 (c) G3 (d) G4

(e) G5 (f) G6 (g) G7 (h) G8

(i) G9 (j) G10 (k) G11 (l) G12

Figure 2.8: Schematics of 12 different geometrical configurations. In the figures the
area enclosed by yellow doted-line correspond to the actual geometry of the inclusion,
and the area enclosed by the blue solid-line corresponds to the location and shape
of the inclusion assumed by the surrogate. The geometries are shown to scale. The
models are ordered from left to right, top to bottom according to the value of the
evidence.

correctly concludes that the domain is likely to contain an inclusion. In a diag-

nostic framework, this equates to having a significant probability of encountering

an anomaly inside the inspected sample. In addition, the sensitivity to geometri-
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Figure 2.9: The left plot shows the normalized evidence of the models. The plot
on the right show the MAP estimate of ρ for each model. The index of the model
corresponds to the order of the geometries shown in figure 2.8 (index zero correspond
to the true geometry). The purple line in the right plot corresponds to the true value
of ρ.

cal errors suggests that the inference of the inclusion geometry is feasible from the

observations.

Note that even though our dictionary in this specific example consists exclusively

of ellipses, the method actually allows for different types of geometries to be con-

sidered simultaneously. This provides a great deal of flexibility because one is not

restricted to a single family of shapes, which is a limitation of some approaches where

the geometry is parametrized by a small set of parameters. In fact, the geometries in

the dictionary can be generated based on any prior information available regarding

the shape and size of the inclusion (e.g. images of known existing tumors). More-

over, the method has shown to be robust to model errors, meaning that we can still

detect the presence of an inclusion despite discrepancies between the true geometry
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and the geometries considered in the dictionary.

2.5.1 Non-homogeneous Young’s modulus

Now, we analyze the impact of model errors on the robustness of the inference

method. Specifically, we focus on the mechanical model errors arising due to a

non-homogeneous distribution of the Young’s modulus. So far, we have assumed

that the background and the inclusion are both homogeneous. However, we now an-

alyze how a surrogate model built assuming a homogeneous Young’s moduli would

perform when the observations correspond to a non-homogeneous distribution of the

Young’s modulus.

The aim of this analysis is to understand how tissue inhomogeneity would be

interpreted by the model. In particular, in the case when there is not an inclusion, we

want to know if inhomogeneities would be interpreted as the presence of an inclusion

(i.e. a false-positive diagnostic). To this end, we consider observations generated with

a non-homogeneous Young modulus field, Ẽpx, θq, that is constructed by perturbing

the homogeneous field Epxq “ Ē with a realization of a Gaussian process, Kpx, θq,

namely according to:

Ẽpx, θq “ Ē exp rKpx, θqs (2.33)

where Kpxq is the centered Gaussian Process with correlation matrix

Cpx1,x2q “ ᾱ2 exp

„

´
}x1 ´ x2}

2

2l2



.

The variance ᾱ2 and the correlation length l are used to control the spatial variability

of Ẽpx, θq. Moreover, we define

ρ̄ “ pµE ` 3σEq{pµE ´ 3σEq “ p1` 3
a

eᾱ2
´ 1q{p1´ 3

a

eᾱ2
´ 1q,
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where µE and σE are the mean and variance of Ẽpx, θq at a given fixed value of x.

This expression for ρ̄ provides a sense of how the parameter ᾱ impacts the variability

of the Young’s modulus field. Note that for ᾱ “ 0 one recovers almost surely the

homogeneous field Ẽpx, θq “ Ē.

For the analysis we generate perturbation fields for l “ 0.001, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 10 (these

values are relative to the dimension of the domain) and ᾱ “ 0.01, 0.05, 0.1 (i.e. ρ̄ «

1.062, 1.352, 1.860). For each combination of these values we generated 30 realizations

of the Young’s modulus field.

For each realization of the field, we selected the best model according to the

evidence and plotted the value of ρMAP in figure 2.10. First we notice that, as

expected, the larger the value of ᾱ the more our estimate for ρ deviates from the

actual value. Moreover, we see that for large value of the correlation length the

value of ρMAP remains close to one; this is because the field is highly correlated

and we do not expect to see much variability. We also observe a similar behavior

when l is very small; in this case the there is more fluctuation in the field but the

fluctuations are small relative to the size of the suspected inclusion, and as a result

they are “averaged-out”. Finally, we see the largest deviations in the estimate when

the correlation is about the size of the domain.

We can better understand the behavior observed in the previous figure by looking

at some of the realizations of the field shown in figure 2.11. We see that for l “ 10

the field is nearly constant, and as a result the inferred value for ρ is close to one

as previously seen. For l “ 0.5 we observe some high contrast regions which are

comparable in size to the inclusion’s assumed geometries, which explains the higher

values of ρMAP . Finally, for l “ 0.01 we also see high contrast in the material,
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but the fluctuations are very small compared to the size of the assumed inclusions.

Fluctuations like the ones depicted in figures 2.11b and 2.11e could in fact lead to a

false-positive diagnostic, since they mimic the presence of an inclusion. However, if

fluctuations like these are expected, the decision threshold for the value of ρ could be

adjusted accordingly. Specific analysis about calculating the probabilities of miss-

detection and false-positives, and decisions about the selection of an appropriate

threshold for ρ are left for a future study and will be reported elsewhere.
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Figure 2.10: MAP estimate of the ratio ρ for the case of a non-homogeneous
Young’s modulus for different combinations of l and ᾱ. The MAP corresponds to the
model with the highest Evidence. Each blue marker represent a different realization
of the field. The purple line corresponds to a value of ρ “ 1 that would be expected
in the presence of a homogeneous field.

2.6 Conclusions

In this Chapter, we presented a method to quickly assess the presence of inclusion

in soft tissue at a low computational cost. Specifically, our focus was to create

a dictionary of surrogate models in order to determine the posterior probability

distribution of the Young’s modulus based on noisy observations of the displacement
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(a) ᾱ “ 0.10, l “ 10 (b) ᾱ “ 0.10, l “ 0.5 (c) ᾱ “ 0.10, l “ 0.01

(d) ᾱ “ 0.05, l “ 10 (e) ᾱ “ 0.05, l “ 0.5 (f) ᾱ “ 0.05, l “ 0.01

Figure 2.11: Selected realizations of the non-homogeneous Young’s modulus field
for different values of l and ᾱ as depicted.

field. In order to reduce the cost of the inverse problem, we used a Polynomial Chaos

expansion to construct a surrogate model that provides a faithful approximation of

the forward problem. A Galerkin methodology was applied for this purpose, and

the accuracy of the predictions was established using systematic refinement of the

expansion order.

To handle the lack of complete information about the geometry of the physical

model, a family of PC surrogates was built, each with a different assumed geometry.

A model selection approach based on the evidence provided by the data was used

to discriminate among the different models. The availability of the surrogate was

exploited in the computation of the posterior’s Hessian, which was used to estimate
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the value of the evidence. Furthermore, the Hessian was used compute the covariance

of the proposal distribution in the the M-H algorithm, improving its convergence.

The proposed method was shown to be advantageous since it divides the com-

putational cost into more costly preprocessing stage where the surrogate models are

computed for several geometries, and a lower cost model selection and inference

stage where the decision regarding the presence of the inclusion is made using obser-

vations. Thus, the approach makes feasible the use of a diagnostic device with a low

computational cost to identify the presence of an inclusion in soft tissue

Implementation of the methodology was illustrated in a simplified setting, con-

sisting of a two-dimensional rectangular solid containing an inclusion. Attention was

focused on demonstrating the possibility of inferring the presence of the inclusion

from observations of the displacement field. In the wide range of conditions con-

sidered, the computations indicate that the approach is suitable for a wide range of

contrast ratios, and that the predictions are robust to measurement noise, geometri-

cal model errors, as well as the presence of spatial inhomogeneities.

The present developments motivate several avenues for further refinement. These

include non-stationary problems, the possibility of simultaneously inferring both elas-

tic problems and geometric features, as well as optimal selection of experimental

observables. These topics will be the focus of future studies, and will be reported

elsewhere.
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3

Parallel Domain Decomposition Method for the
Computation of the Karhunen-Loève Expansion

This chapter is adapted from Contreras, A. A., Mycek, P., Le Mâıtre, O. P., Rizzi,

F., Debusschere, B., and Knio, O. M. Parallel Domain Decomposition Strategies for

Stochastic Elliptic Equations – Part A: Local KL Representations. In preparation.

3.1 Introduction

Stochastic Partial Differential Equations (PDEs), and elliptic ones in particular, are

increasingly being used to account for situations involving uncertain or incomplete

knowledge of the simulated system, and to perform, for example, inference tasks

and sensitivity analyses. Computational approaches for the solution of SPDEs con-

ceptually involve three essential steps: the modeling of the input uncertainty, the

solution of the governing equations, and ultimately post-processing the output to

characterize the uncertainty. This Chapter and the following focus on the two first
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steps respectively. We discuss at present a domain decomposition strategy to ap-

proximate random fields using local reduced bases and local coordinates. These

developments are motivated by the computational approach proposed in Chapter

4, where the structure of local representations is exploited to accelerate the Monte

Carlo sampling of the solution.

As mentioned previously, modeling and approximating random processes is an

important task in many applications and in particular in uncertainty quantification

problems. Focusing on random processes in spatial domains, it is often convenient to

perform a discretization of the process in both stochastic and spatial dimensions for

computational purposes. One way to achieve this is to rely on the representation of

the process in terms of random coordinates in a spatial basis, and proceed with the

discretization of the spatial basis functions and random coordinates. An overview of

several stochastic-discretization methods for random fields is provided in [61, 88, 87].

Among these methods, a common one in the area of computational stochastic me-

chanics is the Karhunen-Loève (KL) expansion [54, 44, 42]. A key advantage of the

KL expansion is that it is optimal, with respect to the number of random variables

involved in the representation, in the mean squared error sense. This is particularly

attractive when using stochastic spectral methods, such as Polynomial Chaos expan-

sions [28, 51], in view of analyzing the influence of the process on a model solution;

that is, performing uncertainty quantification. Indeed, these functional representa-

tion methods exploit heavily the smoothness of the model solution with respect to

the stochastic coordinates appearing in the KL decomposition. A challenge, how-

ever, is that finding the KL expansion of a stochastic process involves decomposing

its covariance function. This leads to solving a Fredholm integral equation of the
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second kind, for a kernel consisting of the two-point covariance function. Decompos-

ing such kernels is computationally demanding, because large spatial discretization

grids are routinely considered when solving partial differential equations. A detailed

description of Fredholm integral equations of the second kind is provided in [4], and

a comparison of different methods that solve the KL expansion is found in [12].

For some particular covariance kernels, an analytical solution of the Fredholm

integral equation is available (see for instance [28]). However, this is not typically

the case and numerical procedures are required for its spectral decomposition [32].

Different approaches have been devised in order to make more tractable the com-

putation of the KL expansion. For instance, in [71] a wavelet-Galerkin approach is

discussed, which provides localized support leading to sparse matrix equations that

can be solved at a reduced cost. Another approach is presented in [81], which relies

on fast multipole methods to speed up the computations. A more recent attempt at

making the problem more tractable is provided in [12], but still finding the KL ex-

pansion remains a challenging problem, specially in situations where a large number

of terms are needed or the physical space is multidimensional.

This Chapter proposes an efficient parallel method for the computation of KL

expansions with a potentially large number of terms (broad spectrum). The method

is based on a domain decomposition technique and we refer to it as the Domain

Decomposition KL (DD-KL) method. The proposed strategy involves partitioning

the computational domain into smaller non-overlapping subdomains, over which lo-

cal KL decomposition problems are solved to generate local bases. Our approach

elucidate the exact correlation structure between sets of local coordinates associ-

ated to different subdomains and is composed of the following three main stages: (i)
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solving a local KL expansion problem over each subdomain; (ii) using the dominant

eigenfunctions from the local expansions to assemble a reduced eigenvalue problem;

and (iii), solving the reduced eigenvalue problem to obtain the desired (global) KL

expansion. Our representation is exploited in Chapter 4 to accelerate the solution

of elliptic PDEs using Monte-Carlo procedure, specifically applying the local repre-

sentations to expand the condensed stochastic problem of the domain decomposition

formulation as local Polynomial Chaos (PC) expansions.

In addition to the immediate computational advantages of (i) solving small in-

dependent local problems and (ii) solving a low dimensional reduced global one, the

method also allows us to efficiently distribute and parallelize most of the computa-

tions. Finally, as mentioned above, the method yields a representation in terms of

independent stochastic coordinates that is convenient to perform uncertainty quan-

tification tasks and sensitivity analyses, to characterize for instance the impact of

the random process on a model solution. Indeed, the expansion in terms of inde-

pendent random coordinates enables both sampling based approaches (e.g., Monte

Carlo) and functional expansions (e.g. Polynomial Chaos and low rank approxima-

tions [28, 50, 66, 90]). Furthermore, the global random coordinates can be related

to small sets of local coordinates, over the subdomains, to reduce the computational

complexity of the uncertainty quantification problem based on the KL approximation

of the process.

The outline of the Chapter is as follows. In section 3.2, we recall the KL expansion

and detail the proposed domain decomposition method. Also, in this section, a

truncation strategy for the DD-KL method is established in order to control the

error in the resulting approximation. In section 3.3, numerical results are provided
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illustrating the effectiveness of the DD-KL method and the error control. Next,

section 3.4 is dedicated to illustrating both the serial behavior of the approach and

its parallel scalability and efficiency. Finally, in section 3.5, some concluding remarks

are provided.

3.2 A Domain Decomposition Method for KL Expansions

In this section we introduce the proposed domain decomposition method to approx-

imate the KL expansion of a stochastic process. We start by introducing several no-

tations used throughout the Chapter. Consider a probability space P “ pΘ,ΣΘ, µΘq,

where Θ is the set of events, ΣΘ a sigma-algebra over Θ and µΘ a probability measure.

We denote by E r¨s the expectation operator,

E rU s “
ż

Θ

UpθqdµΘpθq, (3.1)

and L2pΘq the corresponding space of second-order random variables, i.e., such that

E rU2s ă `8. At the deterministic level, we consider Ω a bounded subset of Rn

(with n “ 1, 2 or 3) and define L2pΩq the space of square integrable functionals

f : x P Ω ÞÑ fpxq P R. We shall denote by }¨}Ω the norm in L2pΩq induced by the

scalar product 〈¨, ¨〉Ω:

@f P L2pΩq, }f}2Ω “ 〈f, f〉Ω “
ż

Ω

|fpxq|2dx. (3.2)

Finally, we denote by L2pΩ,Θq the space of real-valued second-order processes U :

ΩˆΘ Ñ R such that Up¨, θq P L2pΩq, Upx, ¨q P L2pΘq and

E
“

}Up¨, θq}2Ω
‰

ă `8 ô U P L2pΩ,Θq. (3.3)
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3.2.1 The KL expansion

Let U P L2pΩ,Θq be a centered random process with known covariance C : ΩˆΩ Ñ

R:

Cpx,x1q ” E rUpx, ¨qUpx1, ¨qs. (3.4)

The truncated KL approximation, UN , of a second-order stochastic process U , con-

sists in a N -term expansion where each term is composed of the product of a deter-

ministic function of L2pΩq with a random variable of L2pΘq. The KL approximation

UN is defined as to minimize the representation error U ´UN in the L2pΩ,Θq sense.

As covariance functions are symmetric and non-negative, it can be shown that the

sought KL expansion is given by

UNpx, θq ”
N
ÿ

α“1

a

λαηαpθqΦαpxq, (3.5)

where the λα’s and the Φα’s are the (dominant) eigenvalues and associated (normal-

ized) eigenfunctions of the covariance, i.e., the solution to the integral equation

ż

Ω

Cpx,x1qΦpx1qdx1 “ λΦpxq, 〈Φ,Φ〉Ω “ 1. (3.6)

The ηαpθq are the stochastic coordinates of U , having the property of being orthonor-

mal:

E rηαηβs “

#

1, α “ β,

0, otherwise.
(3.7)

Owing to the structure of the covariance function, C, the eigenvalues are non-negative

and can be ordered in decreasing magnitude, leading to a natural energy criterion
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for the truncation of the expansion. Classically, N is fixed as to satisfy some error

tolerance in the L2pΩ,Θq norm. Specifically, one sets N so the following inequality

is satisfied for some prescribed error tolerance 0 ă δ ă 1

E
“

}U ´ UN}
2
Ω

‰

“ E
“

}U}2Ω
‰

´

N
ÿ

α“1

λα ď E
“

}U}2Ω
‰

δ2. (3.8)

Note that the process norm can be evaluated from the covariance function, E
“

}U}2Ω
‰

“

ş

Ω
Cpx,xqdx, or through the whole KL spectrum: E

“

}U}2Ω
‰

“
ř

α λα.

Galerkin approximation In most cases, an analytical solution of (3.6) is not available,

and we have to rely on a numerical method to approximate the eigenvalues and

eigenfunctions. To this end, we choose a finite dimensional space V , consisting of the

linear span of a basis tv1pxq, v2pxq, . . . , vQpxqu, with basis functions vi P L2pΩq. Let

Φhpxq “
řQ
k“1 ckvkpxq P V approximate Φpxq with residual

rpxq ” λΦh
pxq ´

ż

Ω

Cpx,x1qΦh
px1qdx1 “

Q
ÿ

k“1

ck

ˆ

λvkpxq ´

ż

Ω

Cpx,x1qvkpx
1
qdx1

˙

.

(3.9)

In the Galerkin method, the vector of coefficients c “ pc1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , cQq
T is chosen by

forcing rpxq to be orthogonal to all functions in V , i.e.:

〈r, u〉Ω “ 0, @u P V . (3.10)

Substituting (3.9) into (3.10) and exploiting the structure of V , the problem can be

recast as a generalized eigenvalue problem:

rKsc “ λrM sc, (3.11)
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where rKs and rM s are non-negative symmetric matrices of RQˆQ with entries

rKsij “

ż

Ω

ż

Ω

Cpx,x1qvipx
1
qvjpxqdx

1dx, rM sij “ 〈vi, vj〉Ω. (3.12)

The dimension Q of the discrete generalized eigenvalue problem (3.11) depends on

the dimension of the approximation space V . If a Finite Element (FE) method is

used to discretize the problem, the dimension of the basis is equal to the number

of degrees of freedom Q of the FE space, which is determined by the number and

type of elements used. Depending on the covariance structure, a very fine discretiza-

tion (i.e., very large Q) might be required to accurately represent the eigenfunctions

and, as a result, solving the eigenvalue problem could become computationally in-

tensive. This prevents the use of direct methods for most practical problems with

large Q. As one is generally not interested in the full KL decomposition of U but

in the N -dimensional dominant subspace, iterative methods (e.g., sub-space itera-

tions, Arnoldi, Lanczos; see for instance [30]) can be considered as an alternative for

the resolution of (3.11). However, although for typical finite element discretizations

the mass matrix rM s is sparse, most covariance functions induce a full matrix rKs,

with possibly prohibitive memory requirements for its storage. Matrix-free iterative

methods and parallel implementation can be used to overcome memory limitations

and accelerate computations, but the full character of the operator rKs induces large

computational cost and important communication burdens that can severely impact

the efficiency of these approaches.

In the following subsection, we introduce an alternative strategy suitable to the

parallel computation of the KL decomposition. It uses a domain decomposition

approach to conveniently distribute the computational load among several processors
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and recast (3.11) in a reduced eigenvalue problem having a size dictated by the

targeted error tolerance rather than by the dimension of the underlying discretization

space, e.g. Q.

3.2.2 Domain Decomposition approach

As illustrated in Figure 3.1, our approach starts by partitioning the domain Ω into

D non-overlapping subdomains:

Ω̄ “
ŤD
d“1 Ωd, Ωi X Ωj‰i “ H. (3.13)

Figure 3.1: Partitioning of a square domain Ω into D “ 8 non-overlapping subdo-
mains.

Next, for each subdomain Ωd, d “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , D, we introduce the local eigenmodes

φ̃
pdq
β : Ωd Ñ R, defined as the solutions of:

ż

Ωd

Cpx,x1qφ̃
pdq
β px

1
qdx1 “ λ

pdq
β φ̃

pdq
β pxq,

›

›

›
φ̃
pdq
β

›

›

›

Ωd
“ 1. (3.14)

In (3.14), we have denoted by }¨}Ωd the natural restriction of norm in L2pΩq to the

subdomain Ωd. It is seen that the φ̃
pdq
β are the eigenfunctions of the correlation
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Cpx,x1q restricted to the d-th subdomain. These local eigenfuctions are extended to

the global domain Ω by defining

@x P Ω̄, φ
pdq
β pxq “

#

φ̃
pdq
β pxq, x P Ωd,

0, x R Ωd.
(3.15)

We observe that because the φ
pdq
β are orthonormal in Ωd, in light of (3.15) we have

〈
φ
pdq
β , φ

pd1q

β1

〉
Ω
“

#

1, if d “ d1 and β “ β1,

0, otherwise.
(3.16)

For each subdomain Ωd we retain the md ą 0 dominant eigenpairs according to the

criterion discussed later in section 3.2.3. The D sets of dominant eigenfunctions are

collected to form an orthonormal reduced basis B of L2pΩq:

B “

D
ď

d“1

Bd, Bd “

!

φ
pdq
β , β “ 1, . . . ,md

)

. (3.17)

We denote by VB the linear span of B. We then seek for an approximation Φ̂ P VB

of the global modes solution of (3.6), that is

Φpxq « Φ̂pxq “
D
ÿ

d“1

md
ÿ

β“1

a
pdq
β φ

pdq
β pxq. (3.18)

We set apdq “ pa
pdq
1 , . . . , a

pdq
mdq

T , the vector of the local coordinates of Φ̂ for x P Ωd.

Applying the Galerkin method,

@φ
pdq
β P B :

〈
ż

Ω

Cpx,x1qΦ̂px1qdx1, φ
pdq
β

〉
Ω

“ Λ
〈

Φ̂, φ
pdq
β

〉
Ω
, (3.19)
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the approximate eigenfunctions are seen to solve the following discrete eigenvalue

problem,

»

—

—

—

–

rK̂11s rK̂12s ¨ ¨ ¨ rK̂1Ds

rK̂21s rK̂22s ¨ ¨ ¨ rK̂2Ds
...

...
. . .

...

rK̂D1s rK̂D2s ¨ ¨ ¨ rK̂DDs

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

$

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

%

ap1q

ap2q

...
apDq

,

/

/

/

.

/

/

/

-

“ Λ

$

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

%

ap1q

ap2q

...
apDq

,

/

/

/

.

/

/

/

-

, (3.20)

where the block matrices rK̂i,js P Rmiˆmj have for respective entries,

rK̂i,jsα,β “

ż

Ωi

ż

Ωj

Cpx,x1qφpiqα pxqφ
pjq
β px

1
qdxdx1, 1 ď α ď mi, 1 ď β ď mj. (3.21)

We refer to (3.20) as the condensed eigenvalue problem. The dimension of this prob-

lem is

nt “
D
ÿ

d“1

md “ card B. (3.22)

It is easily shown that the matrix rK̂s P Rntˆnt is symmetric and positive definite if

the covariance function is such that for all u P L2pΩq,

}u}Ω ą 0 ñ

〈
u,

ż

Ω

Cp¨,xqupxqdx

〉
Ω

ą 0. (3.23)

In the following, we shall assume that this assumption is verified. Consequently, the

nt eigenvalues Λα of rK̂s can be ordered with decreasing magnitude as

Λ1 ě Λ2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě Λnt ě 0. (3.24)

Then, for reasons explained in section 3.2.3, we can select the smallest N̂ , 1 ď N̂ ď nt,

such that for a prescribed relative error tolerance 0 ď δ ď 1 we have
nt
ÿ

α“N̂`1

Λα ď
δ2

2

nt
ÿ

α“1

Λα. (3.25)
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The truncated approximation of U is then given by

Upx, θq « ÛN̂px, θq ”
N̂
ÿ

α“1

a

Λα η̂αpθqΦ̂αpxq, (3.26)

where

Φ̂αpxq “
D
ÿ

d“1

md
ÿ

β“1

a
pdq
α,βφ

pdq
β pxq. (3.27)

is the eigenfunction corresponding to Λα.

As illustrated in the examples section, nt is essentially fixed by the requested

accuracy and not by the size of the discretization space. In fact, in our simulations,

typical values for nt were small enough to permit the use of direct solvers for the solu-

tion of the reduced problem. However, any other type of solver, for instance iterative

ones, can be considered for the solution of (3.20). In the following, we refer to the

approximation (3.26) as the DD-KL expansion. Algorithm 1 provides a schematic of

the main steps involved in the DD-KL approach. The algorithm highlights the two

main steps that can be carried out in parallel, namely the construction of the local

bases Bd and the assembly of the matrix rK̂s of the condensed operator. The actual

parallel implementation of the method is further discussed and tested in section 3.4.

Remark A numerical method is needed to solve the local problems and yield the local

eigenpairs pλ, φq; in the present work we use Finite Element methods to discretize the

Galerkin weak form of (3.6). Even though we mentioned in section 3.2.1 that using

this approach could become computationally intractable for large problems, using it

to solve the local problems is now a viable option, owing to the much smaller size of
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Algorithm 1: Schematic steps of the DD-KL approach.

1 Partition the domain Ω into D subdomains ;

// Parallel loop – Computing local modes

2 foreach subdomain Ωd do
3 Discretize the local integral equation given by (3.14) to get rKpdqs and

rM pdqs ;

4 Solve the local generalized eigenvalue problem

rKpdqstφ̃pdqu “ λpdqrM pdqstφ̃pdqu
5 end foreach

// Parallel loop – Computing entries of reduced problem

6 foreach subdomain Ωi do
7 foreach subdomain Ωj do
8 foreach 1 ď α ď mi and 1 ď β ď mj do

9 Compute rK̂i,jsα,β “
ş

Ωi

ş

Ωj
Cpx,x1qφ

piq
α pxqφ

pjq
β px

1qdxdx1

10 end foreach

11 end foreach

12 end foreach

13 Assemble and solve the reduced eigenvalue problem ; /* see equation (3.20) */

14 Get approximated global eigenfunctions ; /* see equation (3.18) */

the local problems. Specifically, their number of degrees of freedom is approximately

divided by D as compared to the global problem. Moreover, the local modes over

distinct subdomains can be computed in parallel exploiting the independence of the

local problems; this allows to effectively distribute the computational load among

several processors.

Remark The cost of solving the reduced eigenvalue problem is independent of the

size of the discretization space used for the resolution of the local problem. Instead,

it depends on the number of local modes retained in each subdomain, md, which

add up to nt; we expect nt “ OpNq, which is in practice much less than Q. The
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computational cost and complexity analysis of the method are discussed in section 3.4

on the basis of computational examples.

Remark Even if the local modes φ
pdq
β pxq’s are all approximated using the same FE

method1 over each subdomain Ωd, the condensed problem (3.20) does not ensure

that the final approximation belongs to the FE space that would have been built

over the whole domain Ω. For instance, a typical situation corresponds to the case

of continuous FE approximations over each subdomain Ωd to compute the φ
pdq
β ’s,

so the Φ̂α will generally be only piecewise continuous over the union of the Ωd as

indicated by (3.18), with jumps across the interfaces between subdomains. Such

jumps are generally not a problem, but they can eventually be removed if needed at

a post-precessing stage, e.g. by one of the averaging procedures routinely used in

Discontinuous Galerkin methods.

Remark Substituting (3.18) into (3.26) we get the following alternative representa-

tion of the DD-KL expansion directly in terms of the local eigenmodes

ÛN̂px, θq “
D
ÿ

d“1

«

md
ÿ

β“1

b

λ
pdq
β ξ

pdq
β pθqφ

pdq
β pxq

ff

, ξ
pdq
β pθq “

N̂
ÿ

α“1

d

Λα

λ
pdq
β

a
pdq
α,β η̂αpθq, (3.28)

where the tξ
pdq
β pθq, β “ 1, . . . ,mdu are called the local random variables. This ex-

pression highlights that for x P Ωd the process Upx, θq can be approximated using an

expansion that depends only on the local coordinates ξ
pdq
1ďβďmd

. In other words, even

though the stochastic dimension of the truncated expansion is nt, at the subdomain

1 In fact, distinct subdomains could be treated using different discretization methods.
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level we can characterize the process using a reduced stochastic dimension md. In

addition, it can be shown that the local coordinates of a subdomain are uncorrelated

but that coordinates of distinct subdomains are generally correlated. This represen-

tation of the process in terms of local random variables is exploited in Chapter 4 to

accelerate the solution of stochastic elliptic PDEs using a Monte-Carlo approach.

3.2.3 Truncation strategy

In this section we address the selection of the parameters governing the proposed

method. An obvious question concerns the selection of the number D of subdomains

and the actual partition of Ω. In the example section 3.3.3, we numerically illustrate

the robustness of the method with respect to the partitioning of Ω in D subdomains

and investigate the effects of varying D. Here, we focus on the selection of the number

of local modes md and the appropriate truncation of the final DD-KL expansion, for

a fixed partition of Ω.

The method introduces two different sources of error in the approximation of U

by ÛN̂ . First, an error is introduced when representing the eigenfunctions of U in

the finite dimensional space VB built on the local bases, see (3.18). Hereafter, we

shall denote by UB the projection of U on VB:

UBpx, θq “
D
ÿ

d“1

md
ÿ

α“1

b

λ
pdq
α ηpdqα pθqφ

pdq
α pxq. (3.29)

Second, the projected process UB is further reduced, through the resolution of the

reduced problem, to yield the final approximation ÛN̂ .

Because U ´UB is orthogonal to UB´ ÛN̂ , the squared norm of the error U ´ ÛN̂
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can actually be broken down into two independent parts as follows:

E
„

›

›

›
U ´ ÛN̂

›

›

›

2

Ω



“ E
“

}U ´ UB}
2
Ω

‰

` E
„

›

›

›
UB ´ ÛN̂

›

›

›

2

Ω



. (3.30)

See appendix B for the derivation. The first term is obtained by adding up the local

contributions over the subdomains, which, by construction of the local modes, are

given by

ε2d ” E
“

}U ´ UB}
2
Ωd

‰

“ E
“

}U}2Ωd
‰

´

md
ÿ

α“1

λpdqα , @d “ 1, . . . , D. (3.31)

Then, gathering the local contributions, we end up with

ε2B ” E
“

}U ´ UB}
2
Ω

‰

“

D
ÿ

d“1

ε2d “ E
“

}U}2Ω
‰

´

D
ÿ

d“1

md
ÿ

α“1

λpdqα . (3.32)

Finally, similarly to the classical KL truncation error, the second error contribution

is

ε2
BN̂

” E
„

›

›

›
UB ´ ÛN̂

›

›

›

2

Ω



“ E
“

}UB}
2
Ω

‰

´

N̂
ÿ

α“1

Λα. (3.33)

Since E
“

}UB}
2
Ω

‰

ď E
“

}U}2Ω
‰

, the overall error can be estimated from:

E
„

›

›

›
U ´ ÛN̂

›

›

›

2

Ω



“ ε2B ` ε
2
BN̂

ď 2E
“

}U}2Ω
‰

´

D
ÿ

d“1

md
ÿ

α“1

λpdqα ´

N̂
ÿ

α“1

Λα. (3.34)

This expression shows that to reduce the error, one needs to jointly increase the size

of the local basis over all the subdomains and increase N̂ . Clearly, this suggests the

existence of an optimal set of values for md and N̂ . In this work, in order to achieve
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an overall relative error 0 ď δ ď 1, we simply enforce the following error levels. First,

regarding the local errors, we require simply that the md’s are selected to ensure for

each d

ε2d “ E
“

}U}2Ωd
‰

´

md
ÿ

α“1

λpdqα ď E
“

}U}2Ωd
‰δ2

2
, (3.35)

such that ε2B ď E
“

}U}2Ω
‰

δ2{2. Then, N̂ is selected so that (3.25) holds, which ensures

that

E
„

›

›

›
U ´ ÛN̂

›

›

›

2

Ω



ď δ2E
“

}U}2Ω
‰

. (3.36)

Remark We observe that the selection of the md’s in (3.35) balances the local relative

(squared) error over the subdomains; this could be further improved by collecting

the local eigenvalues for all the subdomains and selecting the nt dominant ones

that ensure ε2B ď δ2{2. However, numerical experiments have shown that the local

selection based on (3.35) is quite satisfactory and in addition it maintains a strict

independence of the local bases construction.

3.3 Numerical Examples

In this section we describe the test problem used to validate the domain decompo-

sition approach (Section 3.3.1), present several numerical results that demonstrate

the convergence and the error control (Section 3.3.2) of the method. Finally, we

provide in Section 3.3.3 a brief analysis of the impact of the domain partitioning on

the behavior of the method.
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3.3.1 Test problem

The method is applied to the decomposition of a second-order stochastic process

Upx, θq defined over the two-dimensional unit square Ω “ r0, 1s2. For the covariance

of the process, we assume the classical stationary squared exponential structure, with

characteristic correlation length L and unit variance:

Cpx,x1q “ exp
´

´}x´ x1}
2
2 {L

2
¯

. (3.37)

We stress that the proposed method is not limited to this specific covariance structure

and domain shape. For the spatial discretization of the KL modes, we use piecewise

constant Finite Element discretization unless otherwise indicated. This low order FE

approximation space is chosen because of the application to stochastic elliptic PDEs

we have in mind; in these applications, the stochastic coefficient field modeled by KL

expansion is often considered as constant over the finite elements [22]. In any case,

we stress that our method perfectly accommodate for higher order FE methods.

The spatial mesh consists of a conforming triangulation of Ω into a set Σ of Ne

finite elements. Eventually, the set of elements is partitioned into D subsets forming

connected non-overlapping subdomains Ωd, for d “ 1, . . . , D. For the partitioner, we

rely on a k´means geometrical clustering algorithm [56, 53, 58] .

The correlation length L has a marked effect on the spectral decay of the KL

expansion. Figure 3.2 shows the magnitude of the ordered eigenvalues of Cpx,x1q.

From the Figure, we can appreciate the slower decay rate of λk for smaller values

of L. In fact, for the smallest correlation lengths tested, the leading eigenvalues are

seen to be essentially equal with an asymptotic decay that is increasingly delayed as

L decreases. The slower the decay rate, the larger the number of terms required in
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the KL expansion to achieve a desired accuracy. For instance, setting δ2 “ 10´3 in

equation (3.8) we get N “ 3, N “ 8, N “ 259, and N “ 22,356 for L “ 10, L “ 1,

L “ 0.1, and L “ 0.01, respectively.
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Figure 3.2: Spectra of the global decomposition for the squared exponential co-
variance in (3.37) with different values of the correlation length L as indicated.

The DD-KL approach exploits the fact that the convergence behavior of the KL

expansion, for fixed covariance structure, is governed by the magnitude of L relative

to the characteristic length of the domain. Indeed, decreasing (resp. increasing) the

characteristic extent of the domain has a similar effect as increasing (resp. decreasing)

the correlation length. In the DD-KL approach, increasing the number of subdomains

allows to reduce the extent of the subdomains, leading to an apparent larger L and

a faster spectral decay for the local expansions. This is illustrated in Figure 3.3,

where the spectra of local expansions are shown for different values of the number

of subdomains. Note that the Figure reports the spectra for all the D subdomains,

so there are D spectra plotted when Ω is partitioned into D subdomains. Here, we
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observe that for a given number D of subdomains, the local subdomains all have

roughly the same extent so the local expansions have a similar decay. Moreover, it

is seen that, as expected, the local expansions have spectra which decay faster as D

increases.

The variability of the spectra among the D sudomains can be appreciated from

Figure 3.3b. This variability is principally due to the partitioning procedure that

generates non identical subdomains, with slightly variable apparent L as a result.
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Figure 3.3: Spectra of local decompositions for the squared Gaussian covari-
ance (3.37), with L “ 0.1, and different D as indicated. The plot in (a) uses a
linear scale for the x-axis, whereas the plot in (b) uses a logarithmic scale.

3.3.2 Convergence analysis

We start by demonstrating that the proposed method converges towards the direct

decomposition estimates of the dominant or truncated decomposition of U . To this

end, we select arbitrarily truncation levels N ą 0 and check that the DD-KL solution
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ÛN converges to the truncated direct solution UN (i.e., the solution computed without

the domain decomposition), as the error tolerance is lowered. In fact, the comparison

and convergence analyses are conducted using the spatially discretized solutions, over

the same finite element mesh. We compute UN solving (3.6) discretized over the

finite element mesh, as described in Section 3.2.1. The same finite element mesh

with Ne “ 40,802 elements and piecewise constant approximation is used for both

decompositions. In this case, the differences between ÛN and UN result from the

DD-KL reduction error only. To measure these differences, we define the following

error metrics. First, we consider error in the spectra, computing the normalized

`1-distance between the N dominant eigenvalues of the DD-KL solution (Λk) and of

the direct computation (λk):

εspec “

řN
k“1 |λk ´ Λk|
řN
k“1 |λk|

. (3.38)

In addition to the error in spectra, εspec, we quantify the distance between the N -

dimensional subspaces of the direct and DD-KL eigen bases. Different error measures

can be thought to characterize the distance between subspaces; here we simply rely

on the expected squared L2-norm of the projection error in the linear span of the

eigenvectors Φ̂αpxq of the DD-KL approximation. For a generic second order process

V , the (relative) subspace error measure ε2subpV q is defined as follows:

ε2subpV q “

E
„

›

›

›
V px, θq ´

řN
α“1

〈
V px, θq, Φ̂αpxq

〉
Ω

Φ̂αpxq
›

›

›

2

Ω



E
“

}V px, θq}2Ω
‰ . (3.39)

Note that ε2subpUNq is therefore the spatially discretized version of the normalized

projection error εB in (3.32) for the truncated process UN . In order to compute the
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expectation in the previous error definition, the process U is assumed to be Gaussian

in what follows.

For N and D fixed, we expect the difference between UN and ÛN to decrease

as richer and richer local bases are considered. Recalling that the dimension of the

local basis for subdomain Ωd is md, we expect ÛN Ñ UN , in the sense of the metrics

defined above, when md increases for all the subdomains. As explained before, the

local basis dimension md yields a local expansion error εd given by equation (3.31).

In the following, we choose a positive tolerance parameter δ˚ to control the error in

the local expansions and we select the smallest md P N` satisfying

ε2d ď E
“

}U}2Ωd
‰

ˆ δ˚, @d “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , D. (3.40)

Figures 3.4 and 3.5 report the errors εspec and ε2sub, respectively, as a function of

the tolerance parameter δ˚. The two figures show that one can improve the accuracy

of the KL-DD expansion and approximate better and better UN by lowering the

tolerance δ˚, that is, by increasing the size of the local bases and accordingly enriching

the reduced space. We also note that as larger N are considered, δ˚ has to decrease

consistently, because increasing N requires nt “
ř

dmd ě N : a minimal tolerance δ˚

is therefore required to induce a reduced basis B large enough (card B ą N) when

selecting the md through (3.40). This explains the different ranges for δ˚ considered

in the plot, depending on N . Another interesting observation from Figures 3.4

and 3.5 is that the two errors decay proportionally with the local tolerance δ˚. This

trend demonstrates that the local accuracy fixes the global precision on UN , for a

fixed N and δ˚ small enough. Conversely, for a fixed and small enough δ˚, the

relative error ε2sub increases as we demand to approximate more and more modes

(increasing N) but always remains less than δ˚. In these two figures, a dashed line
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Figure 3.4: Relative spectrum error εspec, between UN and ÛN , as a function of
the local tolerance δ˚ (see (3.40)) for different subspace dimensions N as indicated.
Computations use D “ 80 and L “ 0.1. The dashed line has unit slope.
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Figure 3.5: Subspace error ε2subpUNq in (3.39) as a function of the local tolerance

δ˚ (see (3.40)) for different subspace dimensions N as indicated. Computations use
D “ 80 and L “ 0.1. The dashed line has unit slope.

with unit slope is shown to serve as a visual reference corresponding to εspec “ δ˚

and ε2sub “ δ˚, respectively. As observed, the actual error is always below the dashed

line, which illustrates that we can effectively bound the error in the approximation
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to be less than any desired value δ˚.

Now that we have established that the truncated DD-KL solution ÛN converges

to the truncated process UN when the tolerance on the local error is lowered, we pro-

ceed to investigate the error between ÛN and the non-truncated process U . Strictly

speaking, we actually look at the differences between the spatially discretized ver-

sions of U and ÛN . Also, to compute efficiently the subspace error ε2subpUq in (3.39),

we need either to directly sample realizations of U or to know its (untruncated) KL

expansion. Here, however, we use as a proxy for U a truncated KL expansion of

U , obtained with the direct method, with a very large number of modes, typically

several times larger than the requested N . In Figure 3.6, the evolution of ε2subpUq

is shown as a function of the local tolerance δ˚, for different values of N . These

curves must be compared with the errors with respect to UN plotted in Figure 3.5.

Contrary to the error with respect to UN , the error with respect to U is seen to level

off and not to continue to decay when the tolerance δ˚ is lowered. This behavior

reflects the decomposition of the error in (3.30): when the projection error εB is

made smaller and smaller, lowering δ˚, the truncation error εBN̂ becomes dominant

such that U ´ ÛN can not be reduced further but by increasing N . It confirms that

increasing the dimension of the local bases beyond a certain threshold does not pro-

vide any appreciable advantages. On the contrary, it requires determining more local

modes and solving a larger reduced problem with higher numerical cost as a result.

The plots also verify the appropriateness of the strategy described in Section 3.2.3,

since we can observe that for a given N the relative subspace error stagnates after

δ˚ « ε2subpUq.

So far, we have kept the number of subdomains constant in analyzing the error
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Figure 3.6: Projection error ε2subpUq with respect to the untruncated process, as a

function of tolerance δ˚ defining the local truncation through (3.40). Computations
are conducted for L “ 0.1 using D “ 80 subdomains and different values of N as
indicated. The dashed black line is a reference of unit slope.

in the DD-KL solution. We now show that the proposed error-control approach is

not compromised when we increase the number of subdomains D used to partition

Ω. In the following numerical test, we fix a target relative error δ and select the

local and global truncation level using equations (3.25) and (3.35), to balance the

projection (ε2B ď
δ2

2
) and truncation (ε2

BN̂
ď δ2

2
) errors. The DD-KL solution is then

computed for different numbers D of subdomains and we report in Figure 3.7 the

resulting relative projection error ε2subpUq. The curves demonstrate that a relative

error less than δ is consistently achieved irrespective of the number of subdomains

considered.

The numerical experiments on the convergence of the DD-KL method were re-

peated using continuous piecewise quadratic finite element discretizations (P2). We

obtained results that are similar to the piecewise constant case and, therefore, they
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Figure 3.7: Projection error ε2subpUq as a function of the number of subdomains
D and for different targeted relative accuracy δ as indicated.

are not reported here. Note, however, that the discretized DD-KL and direct solu-

tions lives in different finite dimensional space for the quadratic approximation, as

the direct solution is continuous over the whole domain Ω, when the DD-KL solution

is only continuous over the subdomains Ωd, with possibly discontinuities across the

boundaries between subdomains. Our numerical tests indicates that the DD-KL ap-

proach remains convergent for finite element discretization with order greater than

0, and is not compromised as D increases. Of course, changing the order of the FE

method affects the error in the computed eigenmodes of the local problems, such

that a coarser mesh with a lower number of degrees of freedom Q could be consid-

ered for the P2 FE discretization, compared to the P1 or P0 discretizations, while

maintaining a comparable accuracy in the final approximations. The present work

is not concerned with the question of determining the optimal FE order and mesh

size to achieve a prescribe accuracy at a minimal computational cost. This question
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is left as a subject to future studies.

3.3.3 Effect of domain partitioning

We have just seen that changing the number of subdomains does not affect the ac-

curacy of the final DD-KL expansion, provided that the truncations of the local and

final expansions are properly set. However, the number of subdomains is obviously

expected to affect the computational cost, as the DD-KL method was motivated

by the complexity reduction in the first place. The analysis of the computational

efficiency of DD-KL method is delayed to the next section, where a parallel imple-

mentation is presented. In this section, we focus on the behavior of the local and

reduced bases when D varies and depending on the type of partioning of Ω consid-

ered.

We first assume that Ω is partitioned into D subdomains having similar charac-

teristic size. Following the discussion above, the change in apparent L is proportional

to D1{n, for n spatial dimensions. In addition to the reduction of the dimensional-

ity of the discretized local problems, we also expect the size of the local bases to

decrease for larger D. However, the spectra shown in Figure 3.3a indicate that the

reduction in the average (over the D subdomains) number of local modes, m̄, be-

comes marginally insignificant as D increases. In any cases, we have the lower bound

md ě 1, indicating that the behavior of the method for very large D (compared to

N) can be problematic. To clarify this point, we report in Table 3.1 the evolution of

the reduced problem size (nt), average local basis dimension (m̄) and standard devi-

ation of md (denoted σmd), when increasing the numbers of subdomains. The results

reported correspond to the previous example, with a target accuracy δ2 “ 2ˆ 10´3.
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We observe that as D increases the dimension nt of the reduced problem increases.

In fact, it is expected that asymptotically we would have nt “ OpQq, where Q is

the number of degrees of freedom. This claim is supported by the evolutions of the

averaged local basis dimension m̄ which is seen to initially drop quickly and then

continues to drop at a lower rate. For the range of D investigated the smallest value

we reached was m̄ “ 3 , but if D continues to increase we will eventually converge to

m̄ “ 1. Similarly, the standard deviation of the local basis dimension md is reported

to decay monotonically to zero. Since, for a fixed target accuracy δ we have roughly

fixed number of term N in the expansion, the evolution of nt with D indicates the ex-

istence of an optimal number of subdomains, balancing the complexity reduction in

the local problems with the progressive increase in the size nt of the reduced problem.

Determining this optimum is not obvious as it depends on implementation (e.g. how

many local problems can be solved in parallel) and on the numerical method used to

solve the reduced problem. Regardless of these considerations, we remark that, over

the range of values for D shown in Table 3.1, the KL decomposition problem is recast

in a reduced one that has a dimension ranging from nt “ 431 to 3, 840, indicating

a significant complexity reduction compared to the direct approach. For example,

using intermediate value D “ 160, the DD-KL approach involves the solution of 160

independent eigen problems (possibly in parallel) with size roughly 40, 802{160 “ 255

and the resolution of the reduced problem with size nt “ 983; these have to be com-

pared with the direct approach in which one has to solve a single eigen problem with

dimension 40, 802.

It should be clear at this point that the efficiency of the DD-KL method depends

on the behavior of the local problems when the domain is partitioned into smaller
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Table 3.1: Progression of nt for different values of D with δ2 “ 2ˆ10´3 and L “ 0.1.

D nt m̄˘ σmd

20 431 21.55˘ 1.43
40 542 13.55˘ 0.59
80 741 9.26˘ 0.56
160 983 6.14˘ 0.35
320 1682 5.26˘ 0.44
640 2,306 3.60˘ 0.53
1280 3,840 3.00˘ 0.00

ones. It is then important to investigate the impact of the partitioning method

on this behavior. There are several approaches available to decompose Ω into D

non-overlapping subdomains Ωd. We briefly mention two popular families: graph

partitioning and k-means clustering. The graph partitioning methods convert the

mesh into a dual graph, in which the vertices are the mesh elements, and edges

link neighboring elements. The graph is then partitioned as to balance the number

of vertices in each partition, while minimizing the number of edges that straddle

different partitions. The k-means clustering [56, 34, 35, 53] consists in partitioning

data points into k clusters, where each data point is assigned to the cluster whose

mean (or centroid) is the nearest. In the context of domain decomposition, the data

points to be partitioned correspond to the mesh element centroids or nodes. In this

section, we rely on the k-means clustering method and consider different distance

functions to control the geometrical properties of the subdomains Ωd. Specifically,

we consider an anisotropic Euclidean distance,

∆dpx,x
1
q “

a

px´ x1q2 ` ρpy ´ y1q2, (3.41)

to control with ρ ą 0 the aspect-ratio of the Ωd; and with R ą 1 control the dispersion
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of the subdomain sizes by using coefficients rd, drawn uniformly in r1, Rs, to scale the

distance to the d-th centroid. Figure 3.8 shows several partitions of Ω into D “ 20

subdomains using different values of ρ and R. It is seen that as ρ ą 1 increases (from

left to right) the subdomains are more and more stretched horizontally. Further, for

R “ 1 (top row) the subdomains have all similar size (surface), in contrast to the

case with R “ 10 (bottom row) where a significant dispersion of the subdomains size

is seen.

(a) ρ “ 1, R “ 1 (b) ρ “ 5, R “ 1 (c) ρ “ 20, R “ 1

(d) ρ “ 1, R “ 10 (e) ρ “ 5, R “ 10 (f) ρ “ 20, R “ 10

Figure 3.8: Partitioning of Ω “ p0, 1q2 into D “ 20 subdomains with the k-means
clustering method, using different parameter values of ρ and R as indicated.
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Before investigating the effects of the partition on the DD-KL method, we first

check in Figure 3.9 that changing the geometry of the subdomains does not affect

the accuracy of the method and that the selection of the local and global truncations

remains appropriate. The plots confirm that, for all partitions tested, the method

achieves the desired accuracy set with δ2 “ 2ˆ 10´3.
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Figure 3.9: ε2subpUq versus ρ for a target accuracy δ2 “ 2 ˆ 10´3. The domain is
partitioned into D “ 80 subdomains using the k-means clustering with parameters
ρ and R as indicated.

Plotted in Figure 3.10 are the evolutions of the reduced problem size, nt, as a

function of the anisotropy parameter ρ, for different values of R and D. Consis-

tently with the results reported in Table 3.1, nt increases with D when R and ρ are

held fixed. In addition, an effect related to the aspect-ratio of the subdomains is

evidenced in Figure 3.10. Specifically, the size of the reduced problem is adversely

affected for stretched subdomains. This effect was anticipated from the trends and

behaviors reported above: the most effective reduction of the local bases is expected

for subdomains that have well balanced size in all directions. Incidentally, this be-
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havior means that, in the case of anisotropic covariance functions, one would have

interest in designing a partition of Ω that fits with the principal directions of C. We

remark, however, that the effect of stretched subdomains is not so severe, with a

reported increase of less than 50% in the reduced problem size when going from 1:1

to 1:20 aspect-ratios. Finally, we observe from Figure 3.10 that increasing the dis-

persion of the subdomains size (increasing R) has a negligible effect on nt. This can

be explained by compensation effects between larger md for large subdomains and

lower md for smaller ones. Having nt roughly independent of R does not necessarily

translate into a constant computational cost. In fact, having subdomains with very

different sizes could induce severe load balancing issues for the parallel resolution of

the local problems. On the positive side, being able to tune the geometric size of the

subdomains, without impacting much nt, means that one can eventually adapt the

partition in the case of a non-uniform spatial discretization.
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Figure 3.10: nt versus ρ for a target accuracy δ2 “ 2ˆ 10´3. Curves are generated
for different values of D and R as indicated.
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3.4 Performance Analysis

This section is dedicated to assessing the serial behavior of our approach, as well as

its parallel scalability and efficiency.

3.4.1 Serial behavior

We first investigate the influence of the number of subdomains D on the compu-

tational time of the method in a serial implementation. For the reasons discussed

later in Section 3.4.2, we only report the behavior of the local solves (see Eq. (3.14))

and the assembly of the reduced problem, i.e., the filling of the block matrices (see

Eq. (3.20)). Figure 3.11 depicts the dependence of the computational times of these

stages on the number of subdomains. We also compare the case of a discretiza-

tion with either piecewise constant (P0) and piecewise quadratic (P2) finite elements

in Figures 3.11a and 3.11b, respectively. The computational times are reported in

arbitrary units.

The first observation that can be drawn from these figures is that the two compu-

tational times decrease as the number of subdomains increases, with a faster decay

for the local solves than the assembly of reduced problem, and the same behavior

is reported for the two finite element discretizations. Due to the faster decay of the

local solves CPU time, the reduced problem assembly time becomes dominant as D

increases, and the combined time becomes quickly dominated by the matrix fill.

It is easy to understand that solving the local problems becomes cheaper as the

number of subdomains increases: as D increases, the subdomains become smaller,

and thus the local problems involving fewer unknowns are cheaper to solve. In the

tests presented, a direct solver was used for the local problem, so the computational
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time reduction is very significant. Another important advantage of the proposed

approach stems from the independence of the local solves. While solving the global

generalized eigenvalue problem (3.11) would require the evaluation and possibly the

storage of the full stiffness matrix rKs in (3.12), the local problems only involve

stiffness matrices rKpdqs that correspond to pairs of points px,x1q belonging to a same

subdomain Ωd. In other words, the set of local matrices rKpdqs simply correspond

to the diagonal, subdomain-based blocks of the global matrix rKs. This can result

in significant CPU time and memory savings as compared to solving the global

problem (3.11).

The reason for the reduction of the computational time for the reduced problem

assembly is less obvious, but can be explained as follows. A given block rK̂i,js has

mi ˆ mj entries, each one requiring an integration over Ωi ˆ Ωj, with complexity

proportional to Nei ˆ Nej (Ned being the number of degrees of freedom of the ap-

proximations in Ωd). If the subdomains have roughly the same numbers of local

modes (mi « mj « m̄) and unknowns (Nei « Nej « Ne{D), and given that there

are DpD`1q{2 such blocks to be computed (accouting for the symmetric structure),

the complexity in assembling the reduced matrix rK̂s can be estimated to be propor-

tional to Ne
2m̄2 ˆ pD` 1q{D. In Section 3.3, we have seen that the average number

of local modes m̄ “ nt{D tends to decrease with D (see Table 3.1), although nt in-

creases. Consequently, the complexity of the reduced problem assembly reduces with

D though it is seen to progressively level-off for very large number of subdomains.

Eventually, as md can not be less than 1, increasing further D would have a negative

impact on the overall efficiency, because though the assembling stage may not be

penalized, the resolution cost of the reduced problem would continuously increase.
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(a) P0 finite elements.
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(b) P2 finite elements.

Figure 3.11: Computational times of local solves and reduced problem assembly
versus D. Computations are performed on a fixed mesh with Ne “ 16,441 elements.
The correlation length is L “ 0.1 and the target accuracy is δ2 “ 10´3.

Finally, from Figures 3.11a and 3.11b it is found that the P2 discretization is more

expensive, in terms of computational times, regardless of the number of subdomains.

This is due to a higher number of unknowns for the P2 discretization compared to

the P0 case. But a fair comparison between the two discretizations should not only

account for the computional times but also for the spatial discretization error on the

computed modes.

3.4.2 Parallel implementation

Our domain decomposition approach naturally lends itself to parallel computation.

In addition to the reduced complexity of solving smaller problems, as reported above,

further gain can be expected through parallelization. From the presentation of the

method given in Section 3.2 and summarized in Algorithm 1, one can identify the

three main stages of the approach. First, local generalized eigenvalue problems are

solved at the subdomain level (see Eq. (3.14)); second, the stiffness matrix of the

reduced (regular) eigenvalue problem is constructed (see Eq. (3.20)); and last, this
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reduced problem is solved. We shall focus here on the first two stages, which represent

the core of our approach. Regarding the last stage, let us simply mention that

libraries exist to efficiently deal with the parallel solution of reduced problem, for

example, PARPACK (Parallel ARPACK) [60], SLEPc (based on PETSc) [36, 77],

or the Anasazi package of Trilinos [6].

In what follows, we rely on a Message Passing Interface (MPI) approach to par-

allelize the solution of the local problems and the assembly of the reduced problem.

We shall denote by NMPI the number of MPI processes; we then split the set of

subdomains into NMPI subsets. Each process p holds the data corresponding to the

Dp subdomains in the p-th subset. In a static a priori load-balancing approach,

we would like the number of subdomains Dp handled by process p to be evenly dis-

tributed among the processes, that is Dp “ D{NMPI for all p. In practice, to tackle

the case where NMPI does not divide D, we distribute the subdomains among the

processes through

@p “ 1, . . . ,NMPI, Dp “ tD{NMPIu`

#

1 if p ď pD mod NMPIq,

0 otherwise,
(3.42)

where t¨u is the floor function. Such a distribution among processes is illustrated in

Figure 3.12a, in a case where NMPI does not divide D.

Parallel resolution of the local problems

In the first stage, the local problems are solved; they consist in the Fredholm equa-

tions defined by Eq. (3.14), which after discretization lead to the generalized eigen-
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value problems (see Algorithm 1):

rKpdq
stφ̃

pdq
β u “ λ

pdq
β rM

pdq
stφ̃

pdq
β u. (3.43)

It is clear that these problems are independent for each subdomain, and that only lo-

cal data is needed to construct the stiffness and mass matrices rKpdqs and rM pdqs. The

parallel implementation of the local problems is thus trivial, as no communication is

required between the corresponding MPI processes. Similarly, the local eigenvalues

λ
pdq
β and local eigenvectors φ̃

pdq
β , for β “ 1, . . . ,md, can be conveniently stored locally

in a distributed memory architecture. Because there are Dp subdomains held by pro-

cess p, and one single local eigenvalue problem to be solved per subdomain, process

p is thus in charge of solving Dp problems. Provided that the number of degrees of

freedom are roughly constant from one subdomain to another, we could expect the

workload to be approximately balanced among the MPI processes and thus lead to

good parallel performance.

Construction of the reduced eigenvalue problem

The second stage differs from the previous one in many ways. Perhaps the most

relevant difference is the need to access non-local data. Indeed, as can be observed

from Eq. (3.20), the block-matrices rK̂i,js involve data that belong to subdomains Ωi

and Ωj. For diagonal blocks (i “ j), or for blocks corresponding to subdomains that

are handled by the same process p, no MPI communication is required, as all the

needed data is held by the same process. On the contrary, for other blocks, data have

to be exchanged between different MPI processes, namely the local modes φ̃
pdq
β , as well

as local mesh information for discretizing the integrals. This is handled by resorting

to an all-to-all communication, specifically to the MPI function MPI Allgatherv.
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Another important difference lies in the fact that the total number of blocks,

NK ” D2, grows quadratically with the number of subdomains D. The classical

way of distributing the workload would be for each process p to handle the con-

struction of the Dp block-rows corresponding to its subdomains. In other words,

process p would compute rK̂i,js for all j “ 1, . . . , D and for all i P Ip, where Ip

denotes the set of subdomain indices handled by process p. Here, we further exploit

the characteristic block-symmetric structure of the reduced problem matrix inherited

from the symmetry of the covariance functions C. Specifically, we compute only the

N4
K ” DpD`1q{2 upper (or lower) triangular blocks of the matrix. The computation

of these N4
K blocks is distributed among the NMPI processes so that process p is in

charge of N4
K,p blocks. The distribution of the blocks on the different processes is

again handled using Eq. (3.42), substituting D and Dp with N4
K and N4

K,p, respec-

tively. The distribution among processes is illustrated in Fig. 3.12b, in a case where

NMPI does not divide N4
K .

The cost of computing each block matrix rK̂i,js depends both on the number of

degrees of freedom in subdomains Ωi and Ωj and on the number of local modes mi and

mj retained for these subdomains. Provided that these are balanced, the workload of

constructing the reduced problem should also be balanced among the processes and

thus lead to good parallel performance. More general situations could be considered,

in particular in the case of non uniform mesh and non-isotropic covariance structure,

by introducing more advanced load-balancing strategies. This will be addressed in

follow-on work.
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(a) Distribution of subdomains
for the parallel resolution of the
local problems.

(b) Distribution of blocks for
the parallel reduced problem as-
sembly.

Figure 3.12: Example of distribution among MPI processes of the subdomains
(Fig. 3.12a) and block computation for the reduced problem assembly (Fig. 3.12b).
Case of D “ 4 subdomains and NMPI “ 3 MPI processes. The processes p “ 1, 2, 3
are colored in blue, orange and green respectively.

3.4.3 Parallel efficiency

We now turn to investigate the efficiency of the parallel implementations of the local

problem solves and the assembly of the reduced problem matrix. Specifically, we

measure the scalability with the number of processes of performing these two tasks

in parallel, including the MPI communication times involved. The scalability is

characterized using two quantities, the parallel speedup S and the parallel efficiency

E. The speedup and efficiency are reported as functions of the number NMPI of MPI

processes considered. The two measures are defined by

SpNMPIq ” T p1q{T pNMPIq, EpNMPIq ” 100ˆ SpNMPIq{NMPI (3.44)

where T pNMPIq is the measured CPU times for the execution of the tasks using NMPI

processes. As the smallest number of processes tested is NMPI “ 16, the definitions
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of speedup and efficiency are actually based on the approximation T p1q « 16T p16q,

assuming a perfect speedup for 16 processes. The tests were carried out on a parallel

Blue Gene machine, fixing a constant number of MPI processes per computational

node. For simplicity, we only report here the case with a single MPI process per

node, such that the parallel runs use as many nodes as processes.

For a fixed finite element mesh with Ne “ 40,802, we tested three different parti-

tions of the domain, considering D P t256; 512; 768u. A finer mesh with Ne “ 81,753

elements, is also tested with D “ 256 subdomains. The problem size being kept

constant as the number of processes is increased, the reported speedup and efficiency

correspond to a strong scaling experiment.

The results are reported in Fig. 3.13. Globally, the speedup and efficiency evolve

satisfactorily as NMPI is increased, especially considering that no fine tuning of the

parallel implementation has been performed. For the largest number of subdomains

tested, D “ 512 and D “ 768, the parallel efficiency decreases slowly with NMPI ,

down to approximately 85% for 256 processes. This is due to the fact that the local

problems are relatively small, owing to the large number of subdomains, making the

MPI communication time more significant compared to the actual computation time.

This trend becomes more pronounced as NMPI increases.

For D “ 256, the actual computational time is large enough compared to the

communication time, even for NMPI “ 256 processes. Consequently, the parallel

efficiency remains close to ideal when NMPI increases, with a reported efficiency of

about 97% with 256 processes. This effect is confirmed considering a finer finite mesh

with Ne “ 81,753 elements for the same D (256). In this case, a higher efficiency of

nearly 99% is measured for NMPI “ 256.
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Figure 3.13: Speedup (left) and efficiency (right) versus the number of MPI pro-
cesses. Plotted are curves for different values of D and Ne as indicated. The ideal
scaling law is shown on the left plot using a solid black line. The correlation length
is L “ 0.1 and the energy criterion for the local modes is δ2{2 “ 10´3.

These tests demonstrate that the DD-KL approach is efficient and scalable. Not

only does it benefit from cost reduction owing to the domain decomposition that

breaks the problem in a set of small independent subproblems, but it also lends itself

to natural parallel processing, involving limited communication, and thus enabling

the efficient computation of the KL decomposition for large problems.

3.5 Conclusions

In this Chapter, we presented an efficient method to solve large-scale Kl decomposi-

tion problems, based on a divide-and-conquer decomposition approach. Specifically,

the computational domain is partitioned into smaller non-overlapping subdomains,

over which local KL decomposition problems are solved to generate local bases. A

criterion has been proposed, and numerically demonstrated, for the selection of the

local bases’ dimensions in order to ensure a prescribed accuracy. The global KL de-
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composition problem is subsequently reformulated by means of Galerkin projection

in the subspace of the local modes. This procedure leads us to solve a reduced global

problem, whose size is not related to the dimension of the underlying discretization

space, but depends on the requested accuracy and the number of subdomains. The

low dimensionality of the reduced problem enables efficient solution methods, in-

cluding direct ones. But the approach is in fact flexible and can accommodate any

type of eigenvalue solvers (direct, iterative,. . . ), both for the computing the local

KL bases and solving of the reduced problem. In addition, although we focused on

the problem of performing KL decomposition, it should be noted that the approach

could be used in many different contexts and extended to determine the dominant

subspace associated to more general integral operators.

The method was illustrated on the approximation of stochastic processes defined

over the two-dimensional unit square. A squared exponential covariance structure

was assumed, with short correlation lengths yielding slowly decaying spectra. Our

numerical experiments demonstrated that the approach provides a fine control of the

approximation error, and is very robust with respect to the number of subdomains.

It was also observed that the cost of solving the local problems reduces with the

number D of subdomains, while the size and cost of solving the reduced problem

increases with D. This suggests the existence of an optimal value for D, balancing

the decreasing complexity of the local KL problems and the increasing size of the

reduced problem. In any case, the range of values of D over which the approach

remains effective is large such that selecting the optimal D is not critical. The sen-

sitivity of the method to the shape of the subdomains was also explored. It was

found that, in the case of isotropic covariance, it is more effective to use partitions
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with subdomains having similar size in all directions, rather than having geomet-

rically highly stretched subdomains. In any case, the influence of the subdomains

geometry is not too pronounced, such that the method would be able to effectively

accommodate complicated situations (in the covariance structure, geometry of the

domain, adapted finite element mesh,. . . ) without having to construct a dedicated

partitioner. This is particularly important in view of reusing standard libraries for

partitioning the domain.

Beside the immediate computational advantages of breaking the scale size prob-

lem into smaller ones, the proposed approach naturally lends itself to parallel im-

plementation. In fact, the parallelization of the local decompositions over individual

subdomains is trivial, as local problems are fully independent from one subdomain to

another, and the error criterion to select the local basis is also completely local. The

parallel assembly of the reduced problem involves, on the contrary, more significant

communication between processes, with a less obvious parallelization as a result. The

parallel implementation, relying on the MPI framework, has been tested showing an

excellent scaling up to 256 processes, provided that the initial global problem is large

enough.

The proposed approach allows us to effectively generate approximated samples

of a Gaussian process, using (3.26). Thus, as discussed in the introduction, the

method is therefore an alternative to other existing methods to generate realizations

of Gaussian stochastic processes with prescribed covariance structure. In fact, the

solution of the reduced problem exhibits the correlation structure between local vari-

ables, such that one can also restrict the sampling to subsets of subdomains. Such

a sampler is advantageous, for instance, to solve stochastic partial differential equa-
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tions problems, in particular stochastic elliptic problems as considered in Chapter

4.
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4

Acceleration of Monte Carlo Methods for Stochastic
Elliptic PDEs using Domain Decomposition and

PC Approximations of Local Dirichlet Maps

This chapter is adapted from Contreras, A. A., Mycek, P., Le Mâıtre, O. P., Rizzi,

F., Debusschere, B., and Knio, O. M.. Parallel Domain Decomposition Strategies

for Stochastic Elliptic Equations – Part B: Accelerated Monte-Carlo Sampling with

Local PC Expansions. In preparation.

4.1 Introduction

Stochastic Partial Differential Equations (SPDEs) are of great importance in a wide

range of applications. Computational approaches for the solution of SPDEs con-

ceptually involve three essential steps: the modeling of the input uncertainty, the

solution of the governing equations, and ultimately post-processing the output to

characterize the uncertainty. This Chapter and the previous focus on the first two
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steps. in Chapter 3, we discussed a domain decomposition strategy to approximate

random fields using local reduced bases and local coordinates. Now, in this Chap-

ter, the structure of local representations is exploited to accelerate the Monte Carlo

sampling of the solution.

Two common approaches to solving SPDE are the Stochastic Galerkin method

[52, 28, 78, 21, 100] and Monte Carlo (MC) sampling methods [14, 68, 9, 18]. One

particular class of Stochastic Galerkin methods use polynomial chaos (PC) expan-

sions. PC expansions have been studied extensively [52, 28, 99, 95, 96] and perform

very well in a number of applications. Unfortunately, using PC expansions suffers

from the curse of dimensionality and can quickly become computationally intractable

when the stochastic dimension is large (the complexity can grow exponentially as a

function of the stochastic dimension). Different methods have been devised to ad-

dress the complexity issue, but when the stochastic dimension is very large some of

the challenges can still remain. On the other hand, the cost of direct MC sampling

methods is independent of the stochastic dimension, which is a desirable feature when

dealing with high dimensional problems. However, it is known that MC methods have

a slow convergence rate, with the root mean squared error inversely proportional to

the square root of the number of samples. So, if the computational cost of obtaining

an individual sample is high, these methods can be quite costly.

The stochastic dimension of the problem is closely related to the stochastic dis-

cretization method used to solve the problem. One common approach to discretize

the stochastic space is the Karhunen-Loève (KL) expansion [54, 44, 42]. The number

of terms in the KL expansion is what sets the stochastic dimension, and it turns out

that for a given accuracy level, the number of terms in the expansion is actually
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proportional to the size of the physical domain. Thus, the smaller the domain, the

fewer terms are necessary in the expansion to achieve a desired level of accuracy.

In [16], Chen et al rely on Domain Decomposition techniques to exploit this fact. By

partitioning the global domain into smaller subdomains, a set of local problems is

obtained, each with a significantly reduced stochastic dimension. In [73] Gosh and

Pranesh present a closely related approach based on the Spectral Stochastic Finite

Element Method.

In both of the approaches mentioned above, PC approximations of the local

problem solution at the subdomain level are constructed. The cost of obtaining

these local PC approximations is reduced by using the local random variables over

each subdomain (i.e. the lower stochastic dimension at the subdomain level reduces

the cost). An important point, that its acknowledged in these two papers, is that

the local random variables in one subdomain have a dependence structure on the

local random variables in other subdomains. Nonetheless, in these two works the

local random variables are treated as independent across subdomains (corrections are

made with the introduction of additional global random variables). In contrast, in our

proposed approach we consider the actual dependence structure of the local variables

and use them in the construction of local boundary-to-boundary maps that help us

accelerate the solution of an Stochastic Elliptic PDEs via MC sampling. In Chapter

3, we analyzed in detail the local KL expansions approach and the dependences

of the local random variables. The present Chapter concerns the solution of the

Stochastic Elliptic PDEs by means of a MC sampling method that is accelerated by

constructing PC expansions of the boundary-to-boundary maps (and not of the local

problem solutions).
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More precisely, our proposed approach is divided into two main stages: 1) a

preprocessing stage in which PC expansions of a condensed problem are computed

and 2) a Monte Carlo sampling stage where samples of the solution are computed.

First, the physical domain is discretized using the finite element method; then the

global domain Ω is divided into D non-overlapping subdomains. This results in

a condensed problem for the nodal values at the subdomains interfaces. Given this

discretization, the preprocessing stage starts by breaking the condensed problem into

individual contributions from each subdomain, and computing local KL expansions

over each subdomain (as described in [19]). Then, using the local KL expansion,

and taking advantage of the reduced stochastic dimension of the local problems, PC

expansion of the local contributions to the condensed problem are constructed. This

concludes the first stage of the approach. The second stage consists in generating

samples (this requires taking into consideration the dependence structure of the

local random variables), evaluating the PC expansion of the reduced problem for

said samples, and solving the reduce problem to obtain samples of the solution.

In summary, our approach is a parallel solver that takes advantage of the PC

method at the local level to reduce the cost of using the MC sampling method at a

global level. There are two main contributions of the current work, first we take into

account the dependence structure of the local random variables across subdomains.

Furthermore, these local random variables are jointly sampled with the convenient

approach described in [19], which allows us to accurately characterize the random

process on which the SPDE depends on (which in general it is not possible when the

local random variables are assumed independent across subdomains). The second

contribution is that we use the local expansions to construct local PC expansions of
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the condense problem (as opposed to constructing local PC expansion of the solutions

at the subdomain level), and from these local expansions we build a PC expansion of

the global condensed problem, which significantly reduces the sampling cost in the

MC sampling method. We remark that by building the global condensed system in

this manner we preserve the proper dependence structure in the final solution sought.

The outline of this Chapter is as follows. In section 4.2, we first recall how the

domain decomposition method is applied to both a deterministic and a stochastic

PDE and also discuss the Monte Carlo sampling method. In section 4.3, we discuss

the limitations of constructing a PC expansion of the Elliptic solution and describe

how instead we proceed with the construction of the PC expansion of the Condensed

Problem. We also address the sampling of the condensed problem and go over some

of the implementation details. Next, in section 4.4 the method is validated with

some numerical results. In section 4.5, we analyze for the test case the performance

of the method terms of complexity and parallel efficiency. Finally, in section 4.6,

some concluding remarks are provided.

4.2 Elliptic Problem

4.2.1 Deterministic case

We consider the following elliptic problem in a bounded domain Ω Ă Rm, with

boundary BΩ:
#

∇ ¨ pκpxq∇uq “ ´fpxq, x P Ω

Bpx, uq “ 0, x P BΩ,
(4.1)

where B is the (linear) boundary condition operator and 0 ă κmin ă κpxq ă κmax ă

`8 is the diffusion coefficient. For simplicity, we shall restrict ourselves to the case
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of homogeneous Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions, that is

upx P BΩDq “ 0, Bnupx P BΩNq “ 0, (4.2)

where Bn is the derivative in the normal direction, and ΩD and ΩN are the Dirichlet

and Neumann parts of the boundary, such that BΩN YBΩD “ BΩ, BΩN XBΩD “ H.

To solve (4.1) we consider standard finite element (FE) methods based on a

conforming triangulation of Ω into a set, T , of Ne non-overlapping elements, Σe.

The FE approximation is based on a nodal basis representation. Let n be a node

of the mesh, with position xn, we denote by N the set of nodes that do not belong

to the Dirichlet boundary BΩD, and Nn
.
“ |N | the number of nodes in N . The

approximation of u is sought as

upxq «
ÿ

nPN
Φnpxqun, (4.3)

where the functions Φn are nodal basis functions satisfying:

@n, n1 P N ,Φnpxn1q “

#

1, n “ n1

0, n1 ‰ n,
(4.4)

and Φnpx P BΩDq “ 0. It is further assumed that the support of Φn is limited to the

elements that have n as one of their nodes. The weak form of problem (4.1) is:

Find u P V FE such that

ż

Ω

κpxq∇upxq ¨∇vpxqdx “

ż

Ω

fpxqvpxqdx @v P V FE, (4.5)

where V FE is the linear span of nodal functions tΦn, n P N u. The variational problem

can be recast as a linear system of equations for the vector, u, of unknown nodal
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values,

rAsu “ b, (4.6)

where u and b P RNn . The system matrix rAs P RNnˆNn is symmetric positive

definite, with entries

rAsnn1 “

ż

Ω

κpxq∇Φnpxq ¨∇Φn1pxqdx. (4.7)

The components of the system right-hand-side are given by

bn “

ż

Ω

fpxqΦnpxqdx. (4.8)

Domain Decomposition method

Owing to the compact support of the nodal basis functions, the matrix rAs is sparse

and efficient iterative methods (e.g. Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient) can be

employed to solve (4.6). However the system size Nn may be large, inducing a

significant resolution cost and motivating the introduction of domain decomposition

methods [47, 74, 85, 93].

Domain partitioning. To this end, we first partition Ω into a set of D non-overlapping

subdomains Ωpdq consisting of subsets T pdq of neighboring elements; we have

Ωpdq
.
“

ď

ePT pdq

Σe,
D
ď

d“1

T pdq “ T , T pdq X T pd1‰dq
“ H. (4.9)

where Ωpdq is the closure of Ωpdq. We denote N
pdq
e “ |T pdq| the number of elements in

Ωpdq and N pdq the subset of nodes in N belonging to Ωpdq:

N pdq
“

!

n P N ;xn P Ωpdq
)

. (4.10)
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The sets N pdq can be further split into disjoint subsets of interior nodes belonging to

Ωpdq only, and boundary nodes lying at the interface of more than one subdomain:

N pdq
in “

!

n P N pdq; n R N pd1‰dq
)

, N pdq
Γ “ N pdq

zN pdq
in . (4.11)

Clearly, the setsN pdq
in are disjoint, whileN pdq

Γ XN pd1q

Γ is not empty for two neighboring

subdomains such that BΩpdq X BΩpd
1q ‰ H. We then define the full set of inner and

boundary nodes of the partitioned domain through

Nin “

D
ď

d“1

N pdq
in , NΓ “

D
ď

d“1

N pdq
Γ , (4.12)

and set Nin “ |Nin|, NΓ “ |NΓ|. We can now rewrite the FE approximation of u

in (4.3) as

upxq «
ÿ

nPNin

unΦnpxq `
ÿ

nPNΓ

unΦnpxq. (4.13)

Iterative Domain Decomposition solver. Upon reordering of the nodes, the linear sys-

tem in (4.6) can be recast in the following block matrix form,

„

rAΓ,Γs rAΓ,ins

rAin,Γs rAin,ins

ˆ

uΓ

uin

˙

“

ˆ

bΓ

bin

˙

, (4.14)

with the previous expressions for the matrix and right-hand-sides entries. This sys-

tem can be further manipulated to eliminate the internal unknowns in uin to come

up with the condensed problem for the nodal values at the subdomains’ interfaces,

yrAsuΓ “
pb, (4.15)
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where

yrAs
.
“ rAΓ,Γs ´ rAΓ,insrAin,ins

´1
rAin,Γs, pb

.
“ bΓ ´ rAΓ,insrAin,ins

´1bin. (4.16)

Considering an iterative method to solve (4.15), the main computationally heavy task

amounts to performing matrix-vector products between yrAs and successive iterates

vectors of RNΓ . A closer inspection reveals that multiplying a vector by yrAs involves

solving for v by inverting a system of the form rAin,insv “ w. This step is actually

the heaviest one in the iterative solution, as it requires the solution of a linear system

whose dimension, Nn ´NΓ, is generally close to the dimension of the non-condensed

problem, that is Nn. However, it is crucial to remark that rAin,ins has diagonal block

structure when the nodes in Nin are ordered by subdomains; in this case, we have

rAin,insv “

»

—

—

—

—

—

–

”

A
p1q
in,in

ı

r0s ¨ ¨ ¨ r0s

r0s
. . . . . .

...
...

. . . . . . r0s

r0s ¨ ¨ ¨ r0s
”

A
pDq
in,in

ı

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

¨

˚

˝

vp1q

...
vpDq

˛

‹

‚

“

¨

˚

˝

wp1q

...
wpDq

˛

‹

‚

ñ vpdq “
”

A
pdq
in,in

ı´1

wpdq.

(4.17)

It shows that computing v “ rAin,ins
´1w, given w P RNin , amounts to solving D

subsystems or local problems independently over each subdomain. Not only does

this call for the inversion of systems with much smaller sizes, typically N
pdq
in « Nn{D,

but these computations can be carried out in parallel for different subdomains. The

same remark also applies to the determination of the right-hand-side pb of the reduced

problem (4.15). The possibility of applying efficiently the condensed operator yrAs

on a vector u P RNΓ , through local solves over subdomains, motivates the use of

matrix-free type iterative methods where yrAs is never formally assembled. In such
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an approach, one eventually only computes the sparse matrices rAΓ,Γs and rAin,Γs

and the local problem matrices
”

A
pdq
in,in

ı

. The latter, owing to their low dimension,

can even be factorized to speed-up subsequent products with yrAs.

Finally, when the reduced problem solution uΓ is obtained, one can compute

the solution over selected subdomains solving local problems with corresponding

Dirichlet boundary conditions in uΓ (see below).

Subdomains expansion of the condensed operator

The discussion above highlighted the role of the local problems in the structure of the

condensed problem. In fact, the system in (4.15) can be formally recast to highlight

independent contributions from the subdomains, namely according to:

yrAsuΓ “

D
ÿ

d“1

yrAs
pdq

u
pdq
Γ , pb “ bΓ `

D
ÿ

d“1

pb
pdq
. (4.18)

Focusing first on the right-hand-side expansion, we identify

pb
pdq
“ ´

”

A
pdq
Γ,in

ı”

A
pdq
in,in

ı´1

b
pdq
in . (4.19)

Note that for simplicity, the expressions above are formal and involved an abuse

of notations. In particular, we allow varying the size of matrices and vectors, by

removing unnecessary entries or nodal components, or by padding with zeros when

necessary. For instance, depending on the context the matrix
”

A
pdq
in,in

ı´1

can be

understood as a N
pdq
in ˆ N

pdq
in matrix or as its padded to zero to form the Nin ˆ Nin

version with only a nonzero pdq-th diagonal block. With this abuse of notation, the
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inverse of rAin,ins in (4.17) can be formally written as

rAin,ins
´1
“

D
ÿ

d“1

”

A
pdq
in,in

ı´1

.

Similarly, the expansion of yrAs in (4.18) means that the expansion term yrAs
pdq

u
pdq
Γ

accounts for the effect of the pdq-th subdomain only. To derive an expression for these

matrices, we fix a subdomain d, select n P N pdq
Γ and consider the solution of

”

A
pdq
in,in

ı

u
pdq
in,n “ ´

”

A
pdq
in,Γ

ı

epdqn , (4.20)

where e
pdq
n is the canonical vector with all zero component except the n-th one equal

to 1. The solution u
pdq
in,n are the (internal) nodal values of the finite element approx-

imation of the elliptic problem over Ωpdq for homogeneous boundary conditions all

over BΩpdq, except at node n P N pdq
Γ where the nodal value is set to one. From this

family of elementary solutions we define the vector

Ipdqn
.
“

”

A
pdq
Γ,in

ı

u
pdq
in,n `

”

A
pdq
Γ,Γ

ı

epdqn , (4.21)

where

”

A
pdq
Γ,Γ

ı

n,n1

.
“

$

&

%

ż

Ωpdq

κ∇Φn ¨∇Φn1dx, n, n1 P N pdq
Γ

0, otherwise.
(4.22)

We observe that the computation of the vector I
pdq
n involves only quantities and

operators localized on the considered subdomain. In particular, we note that the

definition of the matrix in (4.22) involves an integral restricted to Ωpdq, such that
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rAΓ,Γs “
ř

d

”

A
pdq
Γ,Γ

ı

. Finally, exploiting the linearity of elliptic equation and super-

position principle, we obtain:

yrAsuΓ “

D
ÿ

d“1

yrAs
pdq

u
pdq
Γ , yrAs

pdq
u
pdq
Γ “

ÿ

nPN pdq

Γ

Ipdqn

´

u
pdq
Γ

¯

n
, (4.23)

showing that the columns of the matrices yrAs
pdq

are made of the vectors I
pdq

nPN pdq

Γ

.

Constructing the condensed operator expansion in (4.18) involves the solution

over each subdomain of a set of local elliptic problems (4.20), in fact the same ellip-

tic problem with N pdq
Γ right-hand-sides. Although it can be performed efficiently in

parallel, the explicit construction of the condensed operator is generally not consid-

ered in the practical implementation of domain decomposition approaches for elliptic

problems, because of its computational complexity which is generally larger than that

of the direct matrix-free iterative method described in the previous section. However,

the case of stochastic elliptic problems is different as many stochastic samples may

have to be computed, so that having an explicit representation of the (now stochas-

tic) condensed operator may be interesting. We expand on this idea in the following

sections.

4.2.2 Stochastic elliptic problem

Formulation of the stochastic problem

We now extend the deterministic problem in (4.1) to the stochastic case. The case

of stochastic forcing f induces no particular difficulty and can be treated in the

framework to be introduced below. For simplicity with restrict the presentation to

the case of a random diffusion field κ. Let pΘ,Σ, µq be a probability triplet; the
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problem now becomes

∇ ¨ pκpx, θq∇upx, θqq “ ´fpxq, x P Ω, θ P Θ, (4.24)

with additional (almost sure) homogenous Neumann and Dirichlet boundary condi-

tions for x P BΩ. For the well posedness of the problem, we assume that the random

field κpx, θq is almost surely bounded below and above for almost every x. Then the

stochastic solution u has finite second order moments,

E
“

upx, ¨q2
‰

“

ż

Θ

upx, θq2dµpθq ă `8, (4.25)

where E r¨s denotes the expectation operator.

As in the deterministic case, we proceed with the spatial discretization over a de-

terministic finite element space V FE, expressing the discrete solution from its random

nodal values over the mesh,

upx, θq “
ÿ

nPN
unpθqΦnpxq P VFE. (4.26)

Above, we denoted the solution space VFE which results from the tensorization

of the spatial FE space with the space of second order random variables: VFE “

V FE b L2pΘ, µq. The (semi) weak form is obtained multiplying (4.24) by v P V FE,

and integrating (by parts) first over Ω; this results in

ż

Ω

κpx, θq∇upx, θq ¨∇vpxqdx “

ż

Ω

fpxqvpxqdx, @v P V FE.

Note that the equality stands in the almost sure sense. Given the approximation form

in (4.26), the variational formulation can be recast in a linear system of equations
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involving the vector of random nodal values upθq, the stochastic analogous of (4.6),

rAspθqupθq “ b, rAsn,n1pθq “

ż

Ω

κpx, θq∇Φnpxq ¨∇Φn1pxqdx. (4.27)

Direct Monte Carlo sampling

A common approach to solve the discrete stochastic problem is to resort to Monte

Carlo (MC) sampling methods. In a MC approach, samples κpx, θiq of the the ran-

dom field are generated, leading to samples of the stochastic matrix rAspθiq and

corresponding realizations upx, θiq P V
FE of the stochastic solution. Note that dif-

ferent samples can be computed in parallel. Different moments and statistics of

the solution can be computed, in particular the solution mean and the two-points

correlations can be estimated from

E rupx, ¨qs “ lim
MÑ8

1

M

M
ÿ

i“1

upx, θiq, E rupx, ¨q, upx1, ¨qs “ lim
MÑ8

1

M

M
ÿ

i“1

upx, θiqupx
1, θiq.

The computational complexity of the method is thus proportional to the number

of samples M one uses in the MC estimation, and there is an obvious interest in

reducing the computational cost of generating individual samples. Applying efficient

deterministic strategies is therefore critical, and for this purpose MC is well suited

to reuse the domain decomposition method detailed in the previous section. To do

so, we can first derive formally the stochastic form of the condensed problem,

yrAspθq uΓpθq “ pbpθq, (4.28)
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where,

yrAspθq “ rAΓ,Γspθq´rAΓ,inspθqrAin,ins
´1
pθqrAin,Γspθq, pbpθq “ bΓ´rAΓ,inspθqrAin,ins

´1
pθqbin,

(4.29)

and subsequently proceed with the MC sampling of the condensed problem to yield

samples of subdomain boundary nodal values uΓpθiq and solution upx, θiq. If one uses

a matrix-free iterative scheme without explicit construction of yrAspθiq, the heaviest

part of the computation is dedicated to the assembly of the local problem operators

rAin,ins
pdqpθiq and possibly their factorizations.

At this point we remark that, contrary to the deterministic case, the stochastic

condensed problem is going to be queried multiple times, as large values of M are

generally needed to obtain well converged MC estimators. This is quite a differ-

ent situation from the deterministic case where the actual assembly of yrAs appears

computationally too expensive if it is to be queried only once. This observation

suggests that there could be an interest in actually assembling the stochastic con-

densed problem, to sample from, as the overhead of the assembly would be factorized

(amortized) over the subsequent M samples. If such a strategy is feasible, one would

jointly sample directly the matrix yrAspθq and right-hand-side pbpθq, to get samples

of the boundary solution uΓpθq by means of a matrix-based iterative method. As a

result, one would only have to solve a unique local problem per subdomain for each

sample, and only for the subdomain where the solution is sought.

To be effective, the approach just sketched would have to fulfill two conditions.

First, the stochastic condensed problem matrix and right-hand-side must be rep-

resented in a format amenable to sampling. Second, the assembly overhead must
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remain reasonable for the method to be practical. Below, we rely on stochastic spec-

tral expansions to approximate the problem in a suitable format; then we exploit

the underlying structure of the condensed problem, namely its expression as a sum

of local stochastic operators, to come up with representation having manageable

complexity.

4.3 Stochastic Spectral Expansion of the Condensed Problem

4.3.1 PC expansion of the elliptic solution

Stochastic spectral expansions have been proposed as an alternative to Monte-Carlo

methods. The key observation supporting the spectral approach is the smooth de-

pendences of the elliptic equation solution with respect to the diffusivity coefficients.

This fact motivates the expansion of the solution upx, θq as a series of the form

upx, θq “
ÿ

α

uαpxqΨαpθq,

where the Ψα are random functionals. Typically, one starts by approximating the

diffusion field κ as a functional of a finite set of Nκ ě 1 independent random variables

ηpθq with known density:

κpx, θq « κ̂px,ηpθqq. (4.30)

Such parametrization of κ can be obtained for instance by computing Karhunen-

Loève expansions as in the following sections. As a result, the solution is a functional

of ηpθq, and the truncated spectral expansion becomes

upx, θq « ũpx,ηpθqq “
ÿ

αPA
uαpxqΨαpηpθqq. (4.31)
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Classically, one considers expansions using orthonormal functionals Ψα, in particular

polynomials in η. In this case, the expansion in (4.31) is called the Polynomial Chaos

expansion of u. The multi-index α “ pα1, . . . , αNκq P NNκ indicates the maximal

polynomial degree αk in each component ηk, and we shall denote |α| “
řNκ
k“1 αk the

total degree of Ψα. The functionals are orthonormal in the sense that

E rΨαΨβs “

ż

Θ

ΨαpηpθqqΨβpηpθqqdµpθq “

#

1, α “ β,

0, otherwise.

Finally, the summation in (4.31) is restricted to α belonging to the multi-index set

A Ă tα P NNκu. Different strategies can be used to define this set; without loss of

generality and unless specified otherwise, we shall control A by the maximal total

polynomial degree No of the expansion, setting

A “ tα P NNκ , |α| ď Nou.

Under mild assumptions on κ, the solution u has exponentially converging expan-

sions with respect to the number of random variables in η and with the polynomial

degree No of the truncated form of the expansion. Regarding the computation of the

expansion coefficients uα, different approaches have been proposed and improved

over the last 25 years. These include the Galerkin methods, consisting in deriving a

set of coupled problems for the uα from the original stochastic elliptic problem, and

the non-intrusive methods, where the uα are estimated from a set of resolutions of

the deterministic elliptic problem corresponding to realizations of η.

The main limitation in the applicability of the spectral expansions to the solution

of stochastic elliptic problems comes with the number of terms in the series that can
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be prohibitively large in some situations. This has motivated adaptive strategies,

in particular low rank approximations. However, the case of diffusion fields κ with

large variances and short correlation lengths remains challenging because it requires,

first, a large number Nκ of random variables for their parametrization in (4.30) and,

second, a high degree No for the polynomial expansions. The issue can be seen from

the expression of the number of terms in an expansion (with total degree truncation)

involving Nκ random variables and degree No:

P “ |A| “ pNκ ` Noq!

Nκ!No!
. (4.32)

Although more advanced truncation strategies have been proposed, in particular

adapting the expansion order in the different variables of η, the relation (4.32) shows

that cases of large dimensional problems (η) remain critical even for low orders, and

that it is highly desirable to keep the dimension of η as small as possible.

4.3.2 Spectral expansion of the condensed problem

Local parametrization

It is well known that the dimensionality of η relates to the intrinsic stochastic dimen-

sionality of κ which, roughly speaking, corresponds to the minimal number of random

variables in its parametrization. It is also known from the properties of second-order

orthogonal decompositions à la Karhunen-Loève, that the stochastic dimensional-

ity of a field over a fixed domain increases as its correlation length decreases. The

stochastic dimensionality of a stationary process is actually governed by the ratio of

correlation length and domain extension, expressing the fact that a lower number of

random variables can be used to parametrize the process over a subdomain. This
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feature is exploited in [19] where we proposed a reduced basis method to perform

Karhunen-Loève decompositions (factorization of correlation functions) within a do-

main decomposition framework. Specifically, the stochastic parametrization of κ is

written as

κ̂px, θq “
D
ÿ

d“1

1Ωpdqpxqκ̂pdqpx,ηpdqq, 1Ωpdqpxq “

#

1 x P Ωpdq,

0 otherwise.
(4.33)

In (4.33), 1Ωpdq is the indicator function of a subdomain and κ̂pdq is a local approxi-

mation of κ over Ωpdq which uses local random variables ηpdq whose number N
pdq
κ will

be shown to be much less than for the global parametrization of κ over the whole

domain Ω, see [19].

One cannot express the elliptic equation solution u in a format similar to (4.33),

using the same local random vectors ηpdq as for the parametrization of κ. Indeed, the

stochastic solution u over a subdomain Ωpdq depends on the whole set of local random

variables tηpdq, d “ 1, . . . ,Du, because of the elliptic nature of the problem. In other

words, it is not possible to expand u for x P Ωpdq in terms of the local random

variables ηpdq only. This prevents the direct construction of a local expansion for

upx P Ωpdq, θq using a low dimensional polynomial basis constructed on the reduced

set of N
pdq
κ local random variables in ηpdq. Alternatively, the construction of a global

expansion of upx P Ω, θq using the whole set of local variables would require a

prohibitively large PC basis as it would involve Nκ “
řD
d“1 N

pdq
κ random dimensions.

Note that the ηpdq will be generally not indepedent so it could be possible to reduce

the global number of random variables, but the approach would eventually remain

at least as costly as for a direct parametrization of κ as in (4.30). We thus consider a
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different approach in the following, avoiding to seek a PC expansion of the solution.

Local PC expansion of the condensed problem

Although computational complexity reduction using direct local expansions of the

solution cannot be achieved, we propose to take advantage of the low dimensionality

of the local parametrization of κ to accelerate the Monte-Carlo sampling of the

stochastic solution discussed in the previous section. The key idea supporting the

proposed approach comes from the following observation. Contrary to the solution

over a subdomain, the contribution to the condensed problem of the subdomain can

be approximated solely in terms of its local random variables ηpdq. Specifically, we

can write

yrAspθq “
D
ÿ

d“1

yrAs
pdq
pθq «

D
ÿ

d“1

yrAs
pdq
pηpdqpθqq, (4.34)

with similar expressions of the right-hand-side pbpθq. It suffices to remind that, in

the deterministic case, the local condensed operator yrAs
pdq

and right-hand-side pb
pdq

can be determined solving local elliptic problems over Ωpdq with selected boundary

conditions. Our objective is therefore to construct local PC approximation as

yrAs
pdq
pηpdqpθqq «ĄrAs

pdq
pηpdqpθqq

.
“

ÿ

αPApdq

yrAs
pdq

α Ψαpη
pdq
q. (4.35)

To this end, we rely on the decomposition of κ in (4.33) and we first consider the

stochastic problems which are the counterpart of (4.20), namely for n P N pdq we

solve
”

A
pdq
in,in

ı

pηpdqqu
pdq
in,npη

pdq
q “ ´

”

A
pdq
in,Γ

ı

pηpdqqepdqn . (4.36)
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The stochastic matrices
”

A
pdq
in,in

ı

pηpdqq and
”

A
pdq
in,Γ

ı

pηpdqq appearing in these problems

now have entries of the form

ż

Ωpdq

κ̂pdqpx,ηpdqq∇Φnpxq ¨∇Φn1pxqdx.

Further, the solutions of the elementary problems (4.36) can be approximated on a

local PC basis through

u
pdq
in,npη

pdq
q « ũ

pdq
in,npη

pdq
q
.
“

ÿ

αPApdq

´

u
pdq
in,n

¯

α
Ψαpη

pdq
q.

The local basis defined by the local multi-index set Apdq may be based on different

truncation strategies. In this work, we shall restrict ourselves to the simplest case

of total order truncation using a fixed polynomial order No ě 1 for all the subdo-

mains; the local basis cardinality Ppdq is then function of the number N
pdq
κ and given

by (4.32). We stress that, as we expect N
pdq
κ ! Nκ, Ppdq is much reduced because of

its exponential dependence on the number of random variables (N
pdq
κ ).

For the computation of the expansion coefficients
´

u
pdq
in,n

¯

α
we shall rely on the

Galerkin approximation of (4.36). Specifically, we solve

ÿ

αPApdq

E
””

A
pdq
in,in

ı

ΨαΨβ

ı ´

u
pdq
in,n

¯

α
“ ´E

””

A
pdq
in,Γ

ı

Ψβ

ı

epdqn , @β P Apdq. (4.37)

Note that the size of this linear problem is N
pdq
in ˆ Ppdq, stressing the importance

of achieving low-dimensional local parameterization. We also remark that only the

right-hand side of this system is changing for different n P N pdq
Γ . This can be exploited

to efficiently compute the set of local solutions, for instance by pre-factorizing the
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linear system or employing an iterative solver designed to handle multiple right-hand

sides. Further, these sequences of problems are independent from a subdomain to

another, and so they can be carried out in parallel. Finally, from the PC expansion

of u
pdq
in,npη

pdqq we derive the PC expansion of the columns I
pdq
n pηpdqq for the subdomain

contribution to the stochastic condensed operator (see (4.23)),

Ipdqn pηpdqq « Ĩpdqn pηpdqq “
ÿ

αPApdq

`

Ipdqn

˘

α
Ψαpη

pdq
q,

using the Galerkin interpretation of the matrix-vector product:

`

Ipdqn

˘

α

.
“

ÿ

βPApdq

E
””

A
pdq
Γ,in

ı

ΨαΨβ

ı ´

u
pdq
in,n

¯

β
` E

””

A
pdq
Γ,Γ

ı

Ψα

ı

epdqn . (4.38)

A similar procedure is employed to derive the PC approximations of the stochastic

subdomain contributions to the condensed problem right-hand side, namely

pb
pdq
pηdq « rb

pdq
pηdq “

ÿ

αPApdq

pb
pdq

α Ψαpη
pdq
q. (4.39)

4.3.3 Sampling the stochastic condensed problem

At this point, we have described a strategy to compute a composite PC expansion of

the condensed problem. These approximations can be used to generate approximate

samples of the solution à la Monte Carlo. This task amounts to sampling jointly the

local random variables ηpdq of the subdomains as illustrated in the following example

section. We shall denote η
pdq
i “ ηpdqpθiq a sample of the local random variables; the

corresponding sample of the condensed problem solution uΓpθiq is defined through

ĄrAspθiquΓpθiq “ rbpθiq, (4.40)
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where

ĄrAspθiq “
D
ÿ

d“1

ÿ

αPApdq

yrAs
pdq

α Ψαpη
pdq
i q and rbpθiq “

D
ÿ

d“1

ÿ

αPApdq

pb
pdq

α Ψαpη
pdq
i q. (4.41)

The key advantage of the proposed approach is the substitution of the exact con-

densed operator with its composite PC approximation. As a result, applying ĄrAspθiq

to a given vector in an iterative solution method for (4.40) is much less costly than

having to solve local problems in the classical method. Indeed, forming the reduced

problem essentially amounts to evaluating polynomial expansions for the subdomains

contribution, which can be made in parallel. Obviously, this comes at the cost of

having first to compute the PC approximation ĄrAs of yrAs in the preprocessing stage;

however this overhead is factorized over the number of samples subsequently gener-

ated.

Note that when the sample uΓpθiq solving (4.40) is obtained, the local problems

can be independently solved for (and only for) the subdomains where the solution is

sought. Specifically, once uΓpθiq is computed, one can solve (independently)

”

A
pdq
in,in

ı

pη
pdq
i q u

pdq
in pθiq “ b

pdq
in ´

”

A
pdq
in,Γ

ı

pη
pdq
i q u

pdq
Γ pθiq, (4.42)

to get the finite element approximation of upx, θiq for x P Ωpdq.

4.3.4 Monte Carlo algorithm and implementation

The proposed method thus involves two distinct steps as summarized in Algorithm 2:

a preprocessing stage where the PC approximations of the condensed problem are

constructed and the Monte Carlo sampling of the approximate solution.
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Given a partition of Ω into D subdomains and associated local random variables

for the parametrization of κ, the preprocessing stage is dedicated to the construction

of the local approximations for the condensed problem. The treatments of different

subdomains are fully independent and can be trivially carried out in parallel (loop

starting at line 2). For each subdomain, the main computational effort is the solution

of a local stochastic elliptic problem (with multiple right-hand-sides), whose size

is made reasonable by considering sufficiently many subdomains so N
pdq
in and N

pdq
κ

are sufficiently small. The memory requirement to store the local PC expansions

ĄrAs
pdq
pηpdqq and rb

pdq
pηpdqq is proportional to N

pdq
Γ ˆ N

pdq
Γ ˆ Ppdq and N

pdq
Γ ˆ Ppdq

respectively.

In the sampling stage, starting at line 11, one generates joint samples ηpdqpθiq

and evaluates the subdomain contributions to the sample condensed problems. This

involves polynomial evaluations which can be carried out in parallel over distinct

subdomains (loop starting at line 13). The resulting sampled problem (4.40) can

be solved for instance by means of an iterative method, without having to resort

to any local problem solve. When the sample uΓpθiq is computed, see line 16, one

can eventually recompute classically the solution over subdomains of interest (loop

starting at line 17). Again these final solves over different subdomains can be carried

out in parallel.

The solver for the approximate condensed problem (4.40) can eventually be im-

plemented in parallel, and another advantage of the proposed approach is the possi-

bility of relying on a preconditioned iterative method. For instance, we show in the

example section how to take advantage of the manageable dimension and explicit
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representation of the condensed operator to determine an effective preconditioner for

the sampled problems. This preconditioner is a carefully selected realization of ĄrAs,

whose LU decomposition is computed at the preprocessing stage and subsequently

employed in the sampling stage to further accelerate the convergence of the iterative

solves.

Algorithm 2: Proposed method.

Data: Partitioning of the domain, local parametrization of κ, polynomial
order No

Result: Produce M samples of the stochastic solution

1 Preprocessing stage: approximation of the condensed problem

2 for subdomain with index d “ 1, . . . ,D do
3 Set local PC basis

4 Compute PC expansion rb
pdq
pηpdqq

5 for boundary node n P N pdq
Γ do

6 Solve local stochastic problem (4.37)

7 Set PC expansion of n-th column of ĄrAs
pdq
pηpdqq using (4.38)

8 end for

9 end for

10 Monte-Carlo Sampling Stage: Generate approximate samples of solution

11 for sample index i “ 1, . . . ,M do

12 Generate a random sample of ηi “ pη
p1q
i . . .η

pDq
i q

13 for subdomain with index d “ 1, . . . ,D do

14 Compute ĄrAs
pdq
pη
pdq
i q and rb

pdq
pη
pdq
i q using (4.41)

15 end for

16 Solve sampled condensed problem (4.40) for uΓpθiq

17 for subdomain with index d “ 1, . . . ,D do

18 Solve local problem (4.42) for the inner unknowns u
pdq
in

19 end for

20 end for
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4.4 Example of Stochastic Elliptic Problem

In the following sections we illustrate the application of the proposed methods to an

elliptic equation with log-normal coefficient field. The problem settings are detailed

in Section 4.4.1. Next, we provide various convergence studies in Section 4.4.2 to

investigate the behavior of the method with respect to its principal numerical pa-

rameters, namely the number of subdomains, D, and the PC order, No, of the PC

expansions of operators ĄrAs
pdq

and right-hand-side rb
pdq

. In Section 4.4.3 we focus on

the case of random coefficient κ with high variability to highlight the main mech-

anism driving the error in the method in extreme problems. Finally, the efficiency

and parallel implementation of the method are discussed in Section 4.5.

4.4.1 Test problem

We consider the elliptic problem (4.24) over a two-dimensional domain consisting of

the unit square, Ω “ p0, 1q2. We set fpxq “ 1 and adopt homogeneous boundary

conditions as follows:

upxq “ 0 for x P BΩD, and∇u ¨ n̂ “ 0 for x P BΩN , (4.43)

where BΩD corresponds to the West, South, and East sides of the domain; BΩN cor-

responds to the North side of the domain; and n̂ is the unit normal to the boundary

BΩN .

For the random field κ, we assume that κ´κmin is a stationary log-normal process,

such that

Gpx, θq
.
“ log pκpx, θq ´ κminq „ NpµGpxq, Cpx,x

1
qq.

Here, we have denoted NpµG, Cq the Gaussian process with mean µG and covariance
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function C, whereas κmin is a small positive constant ensuring the well-posedness of

the problem (in L2-sense). We shall classically a covariance function having a square

exponential decay,

Cpx,x1q “ σ2 exp
`

´}x´ x1}22{L
2
˘

, (4.44)

where L is the correlation length and σ2 the variance. In the following, we use

L “ 0.1, unless otherwise indicated.

For the local parametrization of the process, we consider the local Karhunen-

Loeve expansion of G over each of the subdomain. Denoting Gpdq the restriction of

G over Ωpdq, we have

Gpdqpx, θq “ µGpxq `
ÿ

ką1

b

λ
pdq
k g

pdq
k pxqη

pdq
k pθq, (4.45)

where the λ
pdq
k and g

pdq
k are the (dominant) eigenvalues and normalized eigenfunctions

of the covariance satisfying

ż

Ωpdq

Cpx,x1qg
pdq
k px

1
qdx1 “ λ

pdq
k g

pdq
k pxq. (4.46)

It is a standard result that the random variables in the KL expansion above are inde-

pendent standard Gaussian random variables, that is η
pdq
k „ Np0, 1q. Obviously, the

KL expansion must be truncated; we shall truncate (4.45) to the N
pdq
κ first dominant

(largest eigenvalues); accordingly, we have:

Gpdqpx, θq « Ĝpdqpx,ηpdqpθqq “ µGpxq `
N

pdq
κ
ÿ

k“1

b

λ
pdq
k g

pdq
k pxqη

pdq
k pθq (4.47)
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and where N
pdq
κ is selected from the following criteria (see [19]):

N
pdq
κ
ÿ

k“1

λ
pdq
k ě p1´ εGqσ

2 |Ω
pdq|

|Ω|
. (4.48)

Here, εG ă 1 is a small positive constant measuring the approximation error in the

L2-sense and |Ω| (resp. |Ω|pdq) is the volume of the domain Ω (resp. Ωpdq). Extending

to zero the eigenfunctions outside of their respective supports Ωd, we end up with

κ « κ̂ “ κmin `

D
ÿ

d“1

1Ωpdqpxqκ̂pdqpx,ηpdqq, κ̂pdqpx,ηpdqq “ exp
”

Ĝpdqpx,ηpdqq
ı

,

(4.49)

which has a structure similar to (4.33).

For the Monte Carlo sampling of the problem, we will have to sample jointly the

ηpdq. Since we know that the random variable are Gaussian and centered, we must

provide the correlation structure between the random variables η
pdq
k . In [19], we have

shown that the correlation structure is given by

b

λ
pdq
l λ

pd1q

l1 E
”

η
pdq
l η

pd1q

l1

ı

“

ĳ

ΩpdqˆΩpd1q

g
pdq
l pxqg

pd1q

l1 px1qCpx,x1qdxdx1.

In particular, one observes that by construction the η
pdq
l of a subdomain are uncor-

related as expected. Sampling the whole set of η “ tηpdq, d “ 1, . . . ,Du can be

achieved by standard techniques, e.g., decomposing the covariance matrix.

As an illustration of the parametrization of the random field κ, we provide in the

top row of Figure 4.1 three realizations for µG “ 0 and an increasing value of σ2 of

G from left to right. In these examples, the number of subdomains is set to D “ 480
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and the boundaries of the subdomains are outlined in the plot. With L “ 0.1

and εG “ 0.01, a total of Nκ “ 178 would be necessary in a global construction.

Instead, one only needs N
pdq
κ “ 3 random variables per subdomain for the same level

of approximation error, εG. The plots show the effect of varying σ2 with its direct

impact on the range of variability for κ, which is roughly 10 times lager for σ2 “ 0.5

compared to the case with σ2 “ 0.05. The plots also illustrate the spatial structure

of the fields with multiple local minima and maxima, due to the small correlation

length, and the exponentiation effects that emphasizes the maxima and stiffen the

gradients.

4.4.2 Validation of the method

Unless specified otherwise, the computation of this section uses L “ 0.1 and a finite

element mesh having Ne “ 16,441 triangular quadratic elements and Nn “ 32,747

unknowns.

Solution samples

We first verify that the proposed method with PC approximation of the condensed

problem approximates the MC samples obtained with the original approach described

in Section 4.2.2. To this extent, we refer to our approach as the DD-PC method

and denote ûpηiq a corresponding finite element solution sample, while upηiq is a

finite element solution sample for the direct-sampling method. For fairness, when

comparing two solution samples of û and u we use the same approximation of the

random field κ̂pηiq, so their difference u ´ û is solely due to the PC approximation

error of the condensed problem.
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First, we look at three different realizations of κpηiq corresponding to different

variances for the underlying Gaussian process G. The realizations of κ are shown

in the top row of Figure 4.1. The second row of Figure 4.1 shows the difference

between upηiq and the corresponding mean, E rus, which enables us to highlight

the complexity and length-scales in the solution samples. (The means, E rus, are

depicted in the top row of Figure 4.2). Finally, the third row of Figure 4.1 depicts

the differences between the realizations computed with the DD-PC and the direct

method. Here, the DD-PC solutions are computed using PC approximations with

order No “ 2 for all the 3 variances of G.

Focusing on the case with lowest variance, σ2 “ 0.05 (left column), the realization

upθiq is seen to be rather smooth, with differences less than 6ˆ10´4 between u and û.

As σ2 is increased to 0.20 (center column) the realization has now steeper gradients

whereas the error level is now as high as 2 ˆ 10´3, roughly 1% of the maximum of

E rus. For the largest variance σ2 “ 0.50, the solution presents even steeper gradients

and the peak error is as high as 10% of the maximum of E rus. These observations

are expected, because with increasing σ2 a higher PC order No would be needed to

achieve a certain relative accuracy in the local condensed problem. This is verified

in the following.

Convergence with PC order

We now analyze the behavior of the DD-PC method, starting from the Monte Carlo

error in the estimation of the mean of the finite element solution, namely E rûs´E rus.

These errors are reported in Figure 4.2; shown are the mean fields (E rus, top row)

and error fields for two expansion orders (No “ 2 in the middle row and No “ 6
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σ2 “ 0.05 σ2 “ 0.20 σ2 “ 0.50
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iq
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iq
´
u
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iq

Figure 4.1: Realizations of κ (top row), deviation to the mean, u ´ E rus, of the
direct solution (middle row) and differences between DD-PC and direct solutions
(bottom row). The columns correspond to different realizations of κ drawn at random
using Gaussian fields with increasing variance: σ2 “ 0.05, 0.2 and 0.5 from left to
right. The DD-PC solutions use No “ 2, and D “ 480 (the subdomains partition is
shown in all the figures).

in the bottom row) for the DD-PP method and the three variances σ2 as before.

Again, a total of D “ 480 subdomains is used. Focusing first on the lower order

case, No “ 2, we observe that the error increases with σ2, with higher values in Ω

where E rus is larger. This indicates that the DD-PC method is biased. Note also
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that in the case with σ2 “ 0.05, when the error on the mean is the lowest, the field

E rûs ´ E rus appears noisy. This is due to the finite number of samples used in the

Monte Carlo estimate of the expectations (M “ 500,000) which induces a sampling

error that is significant compared to the true (M “ 8) value of error on the mean

solution. Increasing the PC order to No “ 6 is seen to reduce by several orders of

magnitude the error in mean of the DD-PC method. In fact, with No “ 6 the error

is so low that even for the largest σ2 the MC sampling error remains significant and

visible, whereas for the smallest σ2 it is completely dominant.

To better understand the impact of No on the bias in the DD-PC method, we

define the normalized L2 error on the mean, εmean, according to:

ε2mean “
}E rûs ´ E rus}2L2pΩq

}E rus}2L2pΩq

, }u}L2pΩq
.
“

ż

Ω

|upxq|2dx. (4.50)

In practice the mean solutions E rûs and E rus are estimated by their empirical av-

erages using M Monte Carlo samples. We report in Figure 4.3 the evolution with

M of the estimate of εmean for the different values of No and σ2. We observe that

for small values of M the error norm εmean is overestimated because of the sampling

error. The sampling error decreases as M increases, and for M large enough we see

that εmean converges to a non-zero value, reflecting the bias in the DD-PC method.

Moreover, as we saw before, the bias depends on both σ and No. Specifically, higher

values of σ result in higher errors on the mean, and higher values of No increase the

accuracy of the PC expansion and reduce the bias. An important remark is that for

high polynomial orders the sampling error will be dominant unless a large number of

samples is used in estimating any desired statistic. Thus, there is not point in using
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σ2 “ 0.05 σ2 “ 0.20 σ2 “ 0.50
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Figure 4.2: Mean fieds E rupx, ¨qs (top row), and DD-PC error on the mean
E rûpx, ¨qs ´E rupx, ¨qs for No “ 3 (middle row) and No “ 3 (bottom row), and three
values of σ2, as indicated, from left to right. The computations use M “ 500,000
Monte Carlo samples to estimate the expectations and D “ 480 subdomains.

a large polynomial order for a small sample size.

The convergence with No of the DD-PC method is not restricted to the mean

solution but can be expected for other quantities of interest derived from u, albeit

possibly with different rates. For instance, we report in Figure 4.4 the convergence

of the error in the standard deviation of u, namely Std rûpxqs´Std rupxqs for No “ 2

and No “ 6, and the 3 values of the variance σ2. The plots show a similar trend as
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(a) Error on the mean, No “ 2
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(b) Error on the mean, No “ 6

Figure 4.3: Monte Carlo estimates of the norm of the error on the mean εmean as a
function of the number of MC samples M for different σ2 as indicated and PC order
No “ 2 (left) and No “ 6 (right).

for the mean solution, although the spatial structure of the standard deviation error

appears to depend more heavily on No.

4.4.3 L2-error norm

We now consider the more generic error measure as the full (or stochastic) L2-norm

of the difference ûpx, θq ´ upx, θq and define the relative stochastic error norm as

ε2u “
E
”

}û´ u}2L2pΩq

ı

E
”

}u}2L2pΩq

ı . (4.51)

Figure 4.5 reports εu as a function of the PC order No. Shown are plots for

different values of σ2 and curves for different D . The relative error on the mean,

εmean, is also shown for comparison. For σ2 “ 0.05 (left plot) we notice that the

behavior of both errors is very similar, decaying monotonically with No, with the

relative stochastic error higher than the relative error on the mean. Further, the

number of subdomains D is seen to have negligible effect on the two errors. These
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Figure 4.4: Standard deviation fields Std rupx, ¨qs (top row), and DD-PC error
in the standard deviation Std rûpx, ¨qs ´ Std rupx, ¨qs for No “ 3 (middle row) and
No “ 3 (bottom row), and three values of σ2, as indicated, from left to right. The
computations use M “ 500,000 Monte Carlo samples to estimate the expectations
and D “ 480 subdomains.

observations are in sharp contrast with the high variability case, σ2 “ 0.5, shown in

the right plot of Figure 4.5, where the error decay with No is no longer monotonic

over the reported range. In fact, the convergence curves highlight an even-odd effect

with a smaller error for even order No “ 2n than for the next odd order No “ 2n`1.

In addition, the relative stochastic error reaches dramatically large levels for odd
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values of No and has much more severe and non trivial dependences on D. We

should remark that the case with σ2 “ 0.5 leads to a very high variability in κ and

can be considered as an extreme case. In the following, we proceed to analyze the

stochastic error in this large variability case.
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(a) σ2 “ 0.05
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(b) σ2 “ 0.5

Figure 4.5: Relative stochastic error εu and relative error on the mean εm as
functions of the PC order No, for different values of D as indicated and σ2 “ 0.05
(left plot) and 0.5 (right plot).

To better understand the error mechanism, we first reduce the computational

cost of this analysis, namely by increasing the correlation length of G to L “ 1 but

keeping σ2 “ 0.5. The increased L allows to consider a coarser finite element mesh

(with Ne “ 1,630 elements and Nn “ 3,204 unknowns), owing to the increased length

scales in the solution u. However, this change does not affect the odd-even order

effects just discussed, as shown by the convergence curves reported in Figure 4.6

which are similar to the previous case (Figure 4.5, left plot). Note that due to the

coarser nature of the mesh, we also considered different values for the number of

subdomains; D “ 120, 240, and 480, instead of D “ 240, 480, and 960.

For the purpose of the analysis, we compute 100,000 samples of the solutions ûpηiq
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Figure 4.6: Relative stochastic error εu and relative norm of error on the mean εm
as functions of the PC order No, for different values of D as indicated. The random
field G uses σ2 “ 0.5 with L “ 1.

and upηiq, using the two approaches, and retrieve the corresponding samples of error

norm, }û ´ u}L2pΩq, norm of the DD-PC samples solution, }ûpηiq}L2pΩq, Frobenius

norm of the error on the condensed problem operator, }ĄrAspηiq ´
yrAspηiq}F , and

finally condition number of its PC approximation, cond ĄrAspηiq. These samples are

used to estimate the statistics of these quantities, which are summarized in Figure 4.7

using histograms in log-log scale, contrasting the cases of No “ 2, 3 and 9 for the PC

approximation of the condensed problem.

First, the statistics of the error norms }û´u}, depicted in Figure 4.7a, are seen to

be more spread for No “ 3 than for No “ 2 with a much longer tail towards the high

error side: extreme samples for No “ 3 are standing more than 3 orders of magnitude

away from the extreme samples for No “ 2. The presence of very large error samples

induces the average-error behavior shown in Figure 4.6, even though the mode of the

histogram for No “ 3 is at a lower error level compared to the mode for No “ 2. On

the contrary, the error distribution for even order No “ 2 does not exhibit a long tail

towards higher error values. In addition, increasing the PC order to No “ 9 results
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in a distribution of the error that remains quite broad (in the logscale) with broad

right-tail but shifted to the low error values compared to No “ 3. Overall the error

samples for No “ 9 remain lower than for No “ 2. One can conclude that the large

stochastic error for odd orders is caused by a fraction of samples having abnormally

very high error compared to their median error, but with a probability that decreases

with increasing order.

Comparing the statistics of the error on the condensed operator }ĄrAs ´yrAs}F at

different orders, shown in Figure 4.7b, we observe a monotonic shift of the histograms

when No increases with similar tails for both odd and even orders. This is expected as

one globally improves the PC approximation with increasing No. This distribution of

the operator error must be contrasted with the statistics of the condensed operator

condition number cond ĄrAs reported in Figure 4.7c: the histogram for No “ 3 is

seen to exceed by several orders of magnitude the highest values for No “ 2 and

No “ 9. In fact, the histogram for No “ 3 reveals samples with poorly conditioned

systems. Since the error on the operator itself behaves well, one can suspect the PC

approximation of ĄrAs to induce error on the lowest part of the spectrum, that is the

smallest eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of yrAs (recall that yrAs is symmetric positive

definite).

To evidence the role of the condition number and error on the lowest eigen values

of ĄrAs on the error, we present in Figure 4.8 samples of the condition number of

ĄrAspηiq as a function of the corresponding samples of the error }u ´ û}L2pΩq for

different PC orders No. The sample points have also been colored by the sign of

the smallest eigenvalue of ĄrAspηiq: in blue for a positive value and in green for a
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Figure 4.7: Log-Histograms of the error norm }u´ û}L2pΩq (left), of the approxima-

tion error on condensed operator }yrAs ´ĄrAs}F (center), and of the condition number

of the approximate system cond
´

ĄrAs
¯

(right) for PC orders No “ 2, 3, 9. Case of G

with σ2 “ 0.5 and L “ 1.

negative value. Focusing first in the case No “ 2 reported in Figure 4.8a, we observe

that the error tends to be correlated with the condition number of the system. In

particular, the minimal error increases when cond ĄrAs increases. The case of No “ 3

in Figure 4.8b appears to have an even more pronounced correlation of the error with

the condition number with additional events associated to large condition number

and high error level. The color clearly highlights the fact that the highest errors

and condition number events are associated with a loss of positivity in ĄrAs. In fact,

the error distribution is somehow bimodal, with one or the other mode depending

highly ĄrAs having negative eigenvalues. On the contrary, we report no sample with

negative eigenvalues in our experiments for No “ 2 (and also for No “ 4, 6, and

8; not shown for brevity). Further, increasing the order to No “ 5 and No “ 9 in

Figure 4.8c and 4.8d we observe the reduction of the probability of loss of positivity
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events (which is not at all observed in the whole sample set with No “ 9), and

correspondingly a reduction of the resulting solution error. As a closing remark,

detection of the loss of positivity in the samples of ĄrAs would be a good indicator

of an insufficient PC order in the approximation. In our experiments, we found that

checking for the positivity of the diagonal elements of ĄrAspηiq, a necessary condition

for the positivity of the sample, was sufficient for this purpose.

4.5 Performance Analysis

In Section 4.5.1 we provide a brief analysis of the computational complexity and

memory requirements of the DD-PC method. A few alternative parallel implemen-

tations are discussed in Section 4.5.2, and subsequently compared in Section 4.5.3.

4.5.1 Complexity analysis

As highlighted in Algorithm 2, the proposed method has two distinct stages: a

preprocessing stage during which the PC approximation of the condensed problem

is computed, and a sampling stage where approximate samples of the solution are

computed.

For the first stage, one has to solve on each subdomain a stochastic problem for a

set of N
pdq
Γ distinct boundary conditions; this discretized stochastic problem has N

pdq
in

unknowns expanded on a Ppdq dimensional PC basis. Eventually, the storage of the

PC approximation for the subdomain contributions ĄrAs
pdq

and rb
pdq

has a memory

requirement of N
pdq
Γ ˆpN

pdq
Γ `1qˆPpdq. Clearly, N

pdq
in , N

pdq
Γ and Ppdq are the parameters

driving of the computational complexity of the preprocessing stage on a subdomain,

and we illustrate their evolutions when one considers an increasing number D of
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(a) No “ 2 (b) No “ 3

(c) No “ 5 (d) No “ 9

Figure 4.8: Samples of the error in the solution }u ´ û}L2pΩq as a function of the

condition number cond ĄrAs. The samples are colored according to the sign of the

smallest eigenvalue of ĄrAs. Different PC orders as indicated.

subdomains to partition a fixed mesh (Ne “ 163,272) on the previous problem with

L “ 0.1, σ2 “ 0.2 and εG “ 0.01. Note that the underlying unstructured mesh is

essentially isotropic with uniform refinement. The Metis software [45] is employed
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here to partition the domain; several examples are shown in Figure 4.9.

(a) D “ 15. (b) D “ 60. (c) D “ 960.

Figure 4.9: Partitions of the computational mesh into different numbers of subdo-
mains D as indicated.

The results are reported in Table 4.1. The second column shows the evolution

with D of the condensed problem dimension NΓ. The third and fourth columns re-

port the corresponding values of N
pdq
Γ and N

pdq
in (rounded averages over the set of

subdomains, with ˘ RMS values). It is seen that while N
pdq
in „ 1{D, the decay of

N
pdq
Γ is slower denoting the number of interfaces increasing with D (see Figure 4.9).

Similarly, the number of local random variables N
pdq
κ decreases at a sub-linear rate

with respect to 1{D and would tend asymptotically to 1 for D Ñ Ne (see the dis-

cussion in [19]). The decay behavior of N
pdq
κ induces an extremely fast decay rate of

the local polynomial basis dimensions Ppdq with D as reported in the last two rows

of Table 4.1, corresponding to PC degrees No “ 2 and 6 respectively. For instance,

when No “ 6 the local PC basis dimension is 10,000 times smaller for D “ 480 than

for D “ 8. However, when D becomes too large, N
pdq
κ levels off and so does the

dimension of the local PC bases.
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Table 4.1: Evolutions with the number of subdomains D of the dimension of the
condensed problem (NΓ), (averaged) numbers of local unknowns (N

pdq
Γ and N

pdq
in ),

local random variables (N
pdq
κ ) and local PC basis dimension Ppdq for No “ 2 and 6.

D NΓ N
pdq
Γ N

pdq
in N

pdq
κ

Ppdq

No “ 2 No “ 6

8 2,233 752˘ 93 40,477˘ 91 28.0˘ 0.0 p4.35˘ 0.00q ˆ 102 p1.34˘ 0.00q ˆ 106

15 3,337 549˘ 66 21,514˘ 62 17.0˘ 0.0 p1.71˘ 0.00q ˆ 102 p1.01˘ 0.00q ˆ 105

30 5,258 404˘ 48 10,693˘ 41 10.7˘ 0.4 p7.48˘ 0.53q ˆ 101 p1.12˘ 0.19q ˆ 104

60 7,582 280˘ 26 5,308˘ 23 7.0˘ 0.2 p3.57˘ 0.14q ˆ 101 p1.70˘ 0.14q ˆ 103

120 11,205 201˘ 17 2,624˘ 14 5.0˘ 0.0 p2.10˘ 0.00q ˆ 101 p4.62˘ 0.00q ˆ 102

240 15,921 141˘ 11 1,292˘ 9 3.2˘ 0.4 p1.11˘ 0.21q ˆ 101 p1.11˘ 0.52q ˆ 102

480 22,726 100˘ 8 632˘ 6 3.0˘ 0.0 p1.00˘ 0.00q ˆ 101 p8.40˘ 0.00q ˆ 101

960 32,618 72˘ 6 306˘ 4 2.8˘ 0.4 p9.23˘ 1.58q ˆ 100 p7.32˘ 2.21q ˆ 101

1920 46,047 51˘ 5 146˘ 3 2.0˘ 0.0 p6.00˘ 0.09q ˆ 100 p2.80˘ 0.13q ˆ 101

The results in Table 4.1 enable us to quantify the reduction in the local stochastic

problem complexity and memory requirements to store ĄrAs and rb. This is illustrated

in Figure 4.10 which shows the evolution of the local complexity measured by the

(averaged) value of pN
pdq
in q

2 ˆ Ppdq is reported for No “ 2 and 6 (left plot). We

do not report here the consolidated computational complexity, or the sum of local

complexities, as the solves at the preprocessing stage are fully independent over the

subdomains and can be carried out in parallel. Instead, we remark that in the case of

No “ 6, small values of D yield too many local variables N
pdq
κ with large local PC bases

and prohibitive complexities: increasing D makes the local solves tractable. Similarly,

increasing D reduces the memory requirements for storing each local contribution to

the condensed operator, as depicted in the right plot of Figure 4.10. The plot shows

both the local memory requirement, measured by (averaged) pN
pdq
Γ q2 ˆPpdq, and the

global memory requirement defined as the sum of the local ones. It is seen that
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the local requirements have essentially the same evolution with D as the complexity.

However, the reduction in the global requirement tends to level off as D becomes

large, as it could be expected from the behavior of N
pdq
Γ and N

pdq
κ shown in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.10: Local complexity (left plot) and local and global memory requirements
(right plot), as a function of the number of subdomains D and for two PC degree
No “ 2 and No “ 6. Note that both plots use a log-log scale.

These findings support the use of the largest possible number of subdomains to

reduce the computational complexity and memory requirements of the preprocessing

stage. However, we might not want to make D as large as possible because NΓ, the

size of the condensed problem, increases as D increases (see the second column of

Table 4.1). The cost of solving the reduced problem at the sampling stage, therefore,

increases as the number of subdomains increases. Thus, as it is typically the case for

methods involving domain decomposition, the best value for D will depend on the

specific problem at hand and the available computational resources.
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4.5.2 Implementation details

In this section, we discuss choices for the design and implementation of sampling

stage algorithms. As described in Section 4.3.4 and shown in Algorithm 2, the com-

putation of a sample with index i, in the loop starting at line 11 (Algorithm 2),

involves four main steps. For a given realization, i.e. for one particular index i in

these steps can be summarized as follows. First, generate a joint random sample of

the local random variables (line 12); second, evaluate the subdomain contributions

to the condensed problem (4.40) (line 13), which amounts to evaluating polynomi-

als; third, solve the sample domain decomposition problem (4.40) (line 16); and

finally, if desired, recompute the solution inside selected subdomains (line 17). The

parallelization of the first and second steps is trivial, as well as the solution of the

local problems in the fourth stage when the boundary data are known; see (4.42).

For the latter step, our PC approach can even bypass the final local solves if the

local PC approximations ũ
pdq
in,n of the elementary solutions u

pdq
in,n can be stored (see

Section 4.3.2).

In contrast, different strategies can be envisioned to solve the sampled condensed

problem, as further discussed below.

Strategies for solving the condensed problem

Our PC-based sampling approach aims at accelerating direct MC sampling. As dis-

cussed earlier in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, such direct MC methods are usually based

on matrix-free iterative solvers where the realizations of the condensed operator and

corresponding right-hand side in (4.28) are never explicitly assembled. Instead, using

a CG algorithm, the application of the condensed operator to successive conjugate
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vectors is implicitly performed in a matrix-free manner by computing residuals from

local PDE solutions at the subdomain level. This approach will be referred to as

Dir-loc-CG and will serve as a reference. It will be compared with different PC-

based strategies, also relying on the CG method to solve the condensed problems, and

using the same stopping criterion in order to ensure the fairness of the comparisons.

In our PC-based approach, we investigate two main strategies for solving of the

condensed problem (4.40). The first strategy mimics the reference Dir-loc-CG above,

in that it never assembles the full condensed problem (4.40). Inside the CG iterations,

the subdomain contribution to the residual of the successive conjugate vectors is

computed locally, by matrix multiplication with the sample value of ĄrAs
pdq

instead

of solving a local PDE problem. This approach will be referred to as PC-loc-(P)CG,

where the optional P indicates whether or not a preconditioner is involved in the

CG method (see Section 17 below). The second strategy, on the contrary, is based

on assembling for each sample the corresponding full condensed operator and right-

hand side. The condensed problem (4.40) is still solved using CG, leading to the

approach referred to as PC-glo-(P)CG in the following. Note that PC-loc-(P)CG and

PC-glo-(P)CG are equivalent, as they solve the same problem, but are expected to

have different parallel efficiencies as they will have different communication patterns

as discussed in the following.

Parallelism

For PC-loc-(P)CG, the realizations are processed sequentially, as in the reference

method. For each sample, the solution of the condensed problem is performed in

parallel, in a fashion following closely the Dir-loc-CG strategy. Specifically, each
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MPI process is in charge of computing the local contributions to the residual of

the set of subdomains handled by the process. We will refer to this strategy as

parallelism across subdomains because the workload is distributed among the MPI

processes according to the spatial domain decomposition. An overview of this parallel

implementation is given in the schematic Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3: Schematic algorithm illustrating the parallelism across subdo-
mains for strategy PC-loc-(P)CG.

1 for sample index i “ 1, . . . ,M do // [SEQUENTIAL LOOP]

2 Generate a random sample of ηi “ pη
p1q
i . . .η

pDq
i q

3 for subdomain with index d “ 1, . . . ,D do // [PARALLEL LOOP]

4 Compute ĄrAs
pdq
pη
pdq
i q and rb

pdq
pη
pdq
i q using (4.41)

5 end for

// PARALLEL solve (except preconditioning)

6 Solve sampled condensed problem (4.40) for uΓpθiq using (local) CG

iterations

7 for subdomain with index d “ 1, . . . ,D do // [PARALLEL LOOP]

8 Solve local problem (4.42) for the inner unknowns u
pdq
in

9 end for

10 end for

Regarding PC-glo-(P)CG, a parallelism across samples is more appropriate be-

cause the global condensed problem is explicitly assembled. In this strategy, the full

condensed operator and right-hand side are assembled in batches of samples, each

batch being processed in parallel. For the sake of simplicity, and without loss of gen-

erality, we assume that a batch has as many samples as the number of MPI processes,

NMPI. In a given batch, the first and second steps are performed sequentially for the

NMPI samples, parallelizing the tasks across the subdomains for each sample element

of the batch. To each of the NMPI samples of the batch corresponds a sample of the
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condensed problem, which is globally assembled, through collective communications,

on its dedicated MPI process. Once all the samples of the batch have been processed

this way, each MPI process owns one particular sample of the condensed problem,

and can then proceed with its solution. This amounts to a parallelism across sam-

ples, in the sense that the current batch of NMPI samples has been distributed among

the NMPI MPI processes and are solved independently. An overview of this parallel

implementation is given in the schematic Algorithm 4. Optionally, as for the other

strategies, the full solutions (step 4) may be retrieved by final local solves using the

solutions of the condensed problem, returning to a parallelization across subdomains.

Preconditioning

One advantage of having an expression of the condensed operator is the possibility to

propose a preconditioner for the CG solver. Classical domain decomposition methods

can be preconditioned, in particular using two-levels strategies []. Here, we rely on an

alternative preconditioner based on the condensed operator’s expectation, E
”

yrAs
ı

,

defined as:

ĚrAs
.
“ E

”

yrAs
ı

«

D
ÿ

d“1

E
„

ĄrAs
pdq


“

D
ÿ

d“1

ĄrAs
pdq

0 , (4.52)

where 0 P NN
pdq
κ is the multi-index of the constant polynomial. Hereafter, ĚrAs will be

referred to as the mean condensed operator. It is expected that ĚrAs
´1
ĄrAs remains

close to the identity for all samples so the mean operator can be used as a precon-

ditioner to the full residual iterate appearing in the CG algorithms. In practice,

the LU decomposition of ĚrAs is once precomputed prior to the sampling stage, and

subsequently used to precondition the CG iterations when solving the condensed
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Algorithm 4: Schematic algorithm showing the mixed subdomains and sam-
ples parallel processing for the strategy PC-glo-(P)CG.

1 iÐ 0

// While the desired number of samples has not been reached

2 while i ăM do // [SEQUENTIAL LOOP]

// Start a new batch

3 for process index p “ 1, . . . ,NMPI do // [SEQUENTIAL LOOP]
4 iÐ i` 1

5 Generate a random sample of ηi “ pη
p1q
i . . .η

pDq
i q

6 for subdomain with index d “ 1, . . . ,D do // [PARALLEL LOOP]
// Each process handles Dp « D{NMPI subdomains

7 Compute ĄrAs
pdq
pη
pdq
i q and rb

pdq
pη
pdq
i q using (4.41)

8 end for

9 Assemble and store the global ĄrAspθiq and rbpθiq on process p

10 end for

// Each process now owns one global realization of the condensed problem

11 for process index p “ 1, . . . ,NMPI do // [PARALLEL LOOP]
// Each process handles 1 realization

12 Solve sampled condensed problem (4.40) using (global) CG

13 end for

// Optional

14 for subdomain with index d “ 1, . . . ,D do // [PARALLEL LOOP]

15 Solve local problem (4.42) for the inner unknowns u
pdq
in

16 end for

17 end while

problem for different samples. Note that for the (PC-loc-PCG) strategy, where the

full operator is not assembled, further gain may be obtained by parallelizing the

application of the preconditioner, although this direction is not further investigated

here.
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4.5.3 Computational behavior

The analysis of the computational behavior of the method is broken down into two

parts. First, we investigate the scalability of the preprocessing stage. Second, we

discuss the computational behavior of the sampling stage, for the different solving

strategies described above, and compare it with the behavior of the classical matrix-

free MC sampling approach. Unless specified otherwise, the computations of this

section use σ2 “ 0.2, L “ 0.1, D “ 512 and No “ 2.

Preprocessing stage

We characterize the scalability with the number NMPI of MPI processes of the pre-

processing stage by the parallel efficiency E, expressed as a percentage:

EpNMPIq
.
“ 100

Tref

NMPI T pNMPIq
, (4.53)

where Tref and T pNMPIq are the measured CPU times of the tasks execution for a

reference case and the execution using NMPI processes. For the reference, we take the

smallest number of processes tested, NMPI “ 16, and use Tref “ 16T p16q, assuming a

perfect parallel efficiency from 1 to 16 processes.

Figure 4.11 shows the parallel efficiency of the preprocessing stage for 3 meshes

of increasing size. In Fig. 4.11a, we observe that the parallel efficiency slightly de-

creases with NMPI, but remains above 80% on 512 processes for all three meshes. It

shows that the preprocessing stage is scaling decently, even using a naive, static, a

priori load balancing strategy. The moderate loss of efficiency can be explained by

processes waiting for each other to get to a certain point, caused by load imbalance.

Although the preprocessing stage involves no communication (either point-to-point
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or collective) between processes, the preprocessing stage ends when all processes

have terminated leading to a worst case idle-time scenario. In addition, each pro-

cess p handles a certain number of subdomains whose indices d are collected in Ip.

Note that in the present tests we used numbers of processes such that D “ 512 is

always a multiple of NMPI, and that the processes handle exactly the same number of

subdomains, namely D{NMPI. However, the subdomains support FE meshes having

different sizes, as well as possibly different numbers of local random variables N
pdq
κ ,

see Table 4.1. As a consequence, the number and size of the local Galerkin prob-

lems that a process p has to solve may change slightly from one process to another.

As NMPI increases, fewer subdomains are handled by a process, down to the case

of 512 processes each handling one single subdomain, tending to increase the load

imbalance between processes with a degradation of the parallel efficiency. It is clear

than more advanced partitioning and load balancing techniques can be employed to

improve the scaling properties of this stage. As a side note, we point out that using

carefully designed regular structured meshes should theoretically lead to quasi-ideal

scaling. Finally, we observe in Fig. 4.11b that the parallel efficiency is not affected

by the PC degree No.

Sampling stage

We now investigate the computational behavior of the sampling stage. In particular,

we compare the different strategies discussed in Section 4.5.2.

Figure 4.12 reports the CPU times needed to generate a single sample of the

condensed problem solution, as a function of NMPI. These measurements only include

the first three steps of the sampling procedure, leaving aside the final calculation of
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(b) Ne “ 82,213.

Figure 4.11: Parallel efficiency EpNMPIq of the preprocessing stage, see (4.53), for
different meshes (Fig. 4.11a) and different PC degrees (Fig. 4.11b).

the full solution over the subdomains. Moreover, for PC-glo-PCG and a parallelization

over samples, we consider a batch of size M “ D “ 512 and report the average

computational time (divided by M) for a fair comparison. In addition, the CPU

times are scaled so that the reported time using PC-glo-PCG on 16 processes equals

1.

In Fig. 4.12a, corresponding to a spatial mesh with Ne “ 163,272 quadratic fi-

nite elements, we observe that the strategy PC-loc-CG outperforms the reference

approach Dir-loc-CG with an acceleration factor of about 3.5 on 16 processes. As

the number of processes increases, the two approaches lose parallel efficiency and

seem to converge to the same CPU time. This trend can be explained by the collec-

tive data communication which needs to be performed at each CG iteration. This

communication time does not decrease as NMPI increases, while on the contrary, the

workload of the processes for solving local problems (in Dir-loc-CG) or performing

local matrix-vector products (in PC-loc-CG) decreases, due to a good parallel scaling
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(b) Ne “ 327,334.

Figure 4.12: Scaled CPU times, to generate one sample, as a function of the
number of MPI processes NMPI. The dashed lines represent ideal parallel scaling.

of these computations. Eventually, the communication cost becomes comparable to

the computational cost of the rest of the CG algorithm (e.g. dot products), which

scale poorly, and consequently the overall sampling cost converges to this flat cost.

Concerning PC-loc-PCG, the effect of the mean preconditioner can be appreciated

comparing its computational time with the PC-loc-CG strategy: for 16 processes,

the CPU time is reduced by another factor of about 3.5. This reduction is due to the

improved convergence of the iterative solver, allowing to save many CG iterations.

However, the overall cost of PC-loc-PCG is quickly dominated by the application of

the preconditioner, which is not performed in parallel in the present implementation

(see Section 17), with a very poor parallel scaling of PC-loc-PCG as a result. Even-

tually, the savings of the preconditioner are lost and the overall CPU time converges

to that of the non-preconditioned version.
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Finally, the strategy PC-glo-PCG, based on the full assembly of the global con-

densed system (4.40) and using the mean operator as a preconditioner, has a parallel

efficiency behavior similar to that of PC-loc-CG, but with a computational cost up

to 16 times less. PC-glo-PCG outperforms the reference strategy Dir-loc-CG by a

factor of about 48 for NMPI “ 16 and remains asymptotically 20 times faster despite

its efficiency drop. Again, the drop in efficiency for PC-glo-PCG is caused by the

collective communication needed to assemble the global condensed system from its

local contributions. For the present example, this communication step involves the

exchange of about 4.5 million double precision values between all the NMPI processes.

In addition to being much more efficient than the other strategies, this last approach

lends itself to a task-based parallel framework, where data locality would be pre-

served and collective communication would be avoided. Although outside the scope

of this Chapter, it is important to point out that adopting such a parallel processing

paradigm could potentially improve significantly the parallel scaling of this approach.

In any case, having a different treatment of the PC evaluation (parallelized across

subdomains) and of the condensed system solve (parallelized across samples) clearly

allows for more flexibility.

To conclude this analysis, let us mention that the reported trends in the par-

allel efficiency for the different methods does not significantly depend on the FE

discretization of the problem. This can be seen comparing the similar evolution of

the CPU times in Fig. 4.12a and Fig. 4.12b, the latter corresponding to an FE mesh

with twice as many elements as before Ne “ 327,334 elements (leading to computa-

tional times roughly twice as long). We also note that for this refined mesh and 16

processes, PC-glo-PCG is roughly 64 times faster than for the reference Dir-loc-CG.
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4.6 Conclusions

We have presented an acceleration strategy for a Monte Carlo sampling-based Stochas-

tic Elliptic PDE solver. The method employs a domain decomposition technique to

partition the computational domain into smaller non-overlapping subdomains. In a

first stage, an approximation of the local boundary-to-residual map is constructed,

independently over each subdomain. This approximation uses a PC expansion to

represent the dependencies of the map on the stochastic coefficient of the elliptic

equation. The cost of computing this local PC approximation is reduced owing

to the possibly low dimensional representation of the stochastic coefficient over the

considered subdomain, compared to its global representation. These local PC expan-

sions can be combined together to obtain an approximation of the (global) condensed

problem relating the stochastic solution at the interface of the subdomains. The lo-

cal PC-based representations of the condensed problem can be sampled with a low

computational cost, amounting to simple polynomial evaluations. This feature is ex-

ploited in a second stage to generate, at a reduced computational cost, realizations

of the stochastic solution via MC sampling.

We validated the accuracy of the proposed approach on a numerical example that

also served to analyze convergence with the polynomial degree of the PC expansion.

An important finding is that, as desired, the domain decomposition allows for signif-

icant computational time saving while having a negligible effect on the approxima-

tion error which is essentially driven by the polynomial degree of the expansion. We

also analyzed the performance of different parallel implementations of the approach.

Specifically, we showed that the cost of the preprocessing stage can be conveniently
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distributed our multiple processors with a close to ideal parallel efficiency (higher

than 80% in our experiments). Given that we used a naive, static, a priori load

balancing strategy, the scaling properties of the first stage could even be improved

by employing more advanced partitioning and load balancing techniques. Concern-

ing the sampling stage, all the parallel strategies involving the PC approximation

of the condensed problem perform better than the reference approach. A noticeable

degradation in the parallel efficiency is however reported when the number of MPI

processes is increased. Despite this efficiency drop, the best sampling strategy is

found to remain at least 20 times faster than the reference for the largest number of

processes tested (512) when it is up to 60 times faster when only 16 MPI processes

are used. The collective communications involved in the assembly of the condensed

problem, from the local contributions, are responsible for the efficiency drop. A

possible way to mitigate this issue would be to rely on a task-based parallel frame-

work, where data locality would be preserved and collective communication would

be avoided.

In addition to improving parallel efficiency, future works should focus on improved

partitioning strategies and the determination of the optimal number of subdomains

yielding the lowest computational cost. The later aspect is non-obvious, but involves

several trade-offs between different steps of the method, and clearly depends on the

computational architecture and the resources available. Another potential route to

develop the proposed approach is exploring the potential interest of considering a

hierarchy of FE meshes. This hierarchy could be used to accelerate the resolution

of the condensed problem (as in two-level domain decomposition methods), on the

one hand, and to optimize the computational complexity of the MC method (as in
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multilevel MC methods), on the other hand.
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5

Conclusion

In this dissertation we presented two acceleration techniques for Uncertainty Quan-

tification (UQ). The first approach was a model reduction strategy that was used

in the context of inferring the presence of an inclusion embedded in a soft matrix,

mimicking tumors in soft tissues. The presence of the inclusion was determined

based on changes in the Youngs modulus of the material. Obtaining the value of

the Youngs modulus requires the solution of an inverse problem. The Youngs mod-

ulus was obtained from noisy displacement data through the solution of an inverse

problem. For any given set of displacement data, solving the inverse problem can be

very computationally demanding. Thus, to address this issue we built a surrogate

model that reduced the computational cost of solving the inverse problem. However,

building a surrogate model required knowledge of the geometry of the inclusion,

which most likely is not available. To handle the lack of complete information about

the geometry of the physical model, a family of PC surrogates was built, each with
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a different assumed geometry. A model selection approach based on the evidence

provided by the data was used to discriminate among the different models. The

proposed method was shown to be advantageous since it divides the computational

cost into more costly preprocessing stage where the surrogate models are computed

for several geometries, and a lower cost model selection and inference stage where

the decision regarding the presence of the inclusion is made using observations.

The other acceleration technique that was presented relied on Domain Decompo-

sition methods and exploited the fact that a reduced number of random variables can

be used to characterize the uncertainty at the subdomain level. The work related

to this technique was divided into two parts. In the first part we focused on the

computation of the KL expansion by means of a divide-and-conquer strategy where

the computational domain was partitioned into smaller non-overlapping subdomains,

over which independent local KL decompositions were performed to generate local

bases which were subsequently used to discretize the global modes over the entire

domain. The relationship between the local KL expansion and the global KL ex-

pansion was fully analyzed, and it was observed that local expansion can be used

to effectively characterize the uncertainty at the global level. The second part of

the work exploited the availability of local coordinates to reduce the cost of solving

a Stochastic Elliptic Equation (SEE) using Monte Carlo sampling methods. Using

the local random variables, it is possible to construct at a low cost a PC expansion

of the linear system that needs to be solved in order to compute a sample of the

solution. In summary, the approach consists of two main stages: 1) a preprocess-

ing stage in which PC expansions of a condensed problem are computed and 2) a

Monte Carlo sampling stage where samples of the solution are computed in order
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to solve the SEE. Both the computational savings offered by the approach and its

parallel efficiency were demonstrated quite satisfactorily with a numerical example.

Nonetheless, further developments will be required to improve the parallel efficiency

of the sampling stage.
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Appendix A

MCMC Posterior Sampling

Given observations Yi, the joint posterior distribution of ξ and ε can be sampled by

Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms [92, 11] in the corresponding pξ, εq

domain. In this work, we use an adaptive Metropolis-Hastings (M-H) algorithm

with a multivariate centered Gaussian proposal distribution. The approach consists

in using a proposal distribution with a pξ, εq-dependent covariance matrix based on

the decomposition of the Hessian of the log-posterior distribution.

From the expressions of the priors and likelihood function, the log-posterior dis-

tribution can be expressed as

LP pξ, ε|tYiuq “ ´
mo
ÿ

i“1

pûpxi, ξq ´ Yiq
2

2ε2
´ pmo ` 1q logpεq ` logppξpξqq ` C. (A.1)

where C groups all the constant terms in the expression. Under mild conditions

on pξ (recall that the component ξi of ξ are independent), the log-posterior can be
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differentiated twice, and we denote rHLP s P RpN`1qˆpN`1q the Hessian matrix of the

log-posterior distribution. Observing that rHLP s is symmetric, it can be decomposed

as rHLP s “ rV srΛsrV s
T , where rΛs is a diagonal matrix whose elements are the real

eigenvalues of rHLP s, and rV s is the matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors of

rHLP s such that rV srV sT “ rIs. We then define the covariance matrix Σ2 of the

centered Gaussian proposal distribution according to:

Σ2
“ σ2

Σ ˆ rV sD prΛsq rV sT , (A.2)

where the non-negative diagonal matrix D is any convenient transformation of rΛs

and σ2
Σ ą 0 is a scaling factor. A suitable choice for D is

Dii prΛsq “

#

mink |Λkk|
|Λii|

Λii ‰ 0

1 Λii “ 0
(A.3)

This transformation allows us to take a larger step along the direction where the log-

posterior is flat (the posterior varies slowly) and smaller steps along the directions

of high curvature.

Note that in general the Hessian matrix rHLP s will be a function of the current

state pξ, εq of the chain. Thus, as the chain evolves from one state to another the

Hessian matrix will change accordingly. However, in many cases the changes might

not be significant, and it is possible to further reduce the computational cost by

reducing the frequency at which the covariance matrix of the proposal distribution

is updated, without significant performance degradation. Furthermore, in some in-

stances we only need to compute the Hessian once to determine an adequate proposal

distribution.
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An advantage of using PC representations is that it is straightforward to com-

pute derivatives [3, 86]. In particular one can derive expressions for the successive

derivatives of ûpx, ξq with respect to components ξi as needed for the computation

of the Hessian. For instance, considering the partial derivative with respect to ξi of

ûpx, ξq, we can write it as a PC expansion with the same basis used for ûpx, ξq:

B

Bξi
ûpx, ξq “

B

Bξi

P
ÿ

α“0

ûαpxqΨαpξq “
P
ÿ

α“0

pBiûqαpxqΨαpξq, (A.4)

where the PC coefficients pBiûqα of the derivative are related to the PC coefficients

of û through
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(A.5)

The derivative operators rLis, i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N can be precomputed exactly and

stored, so that when computing the Hessian in the MCMC algorithm, finding B

Bξi
û

reduces to a single matrix multiplication of rLis with the coefficients vector û. Higher-

order derivatives amount to additional matrix multiplications. Consequently, the

computational complexity of the adaptive proposal covariance essentially reduces to

the spectral decomposition of the Hessian, which remains low provided that N is not

too large. Finally, the scale factor σ2
Σ is classically tuned as to obtain a prescribed

rejection rate for the chain.
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Appendix B

Derivation of the Error Expression

We have an initial process Upx, θq P L2pΩ,Θq, its projection UBpx, θq P VB ˆ L2pΘq

and finally Ûpx, θq P VB ˆ L2pΘq the truncated KL expansion of UB using N̂ ď nt

modes. Our concern is to derive an expression for the error U ´ Û in the L2pΩ,Θq-

norm. By definition this is the square root of

E
„

›

›

›
U ´ Û

›

›

›

2

Ω



“ E
”〈
U ´ Û , U ´ Û

〉
Ω

ı

.

We have〈
U ´ Û , U ´ Û

〉
Ω
“

〈
pU ´ UBq ` pUB ´ Ûq, pU ´ UBq ` pUB ´ Ûq

〉
Ω

“

〈
pU ´ UBq, pU ´ UBq ` pUB ´ Ûq

〉
Ω
`

〈
pUB ´ Ûq, pU ´ UBq ` pUB ´ Ûq

〉
Ω

“ }U ´ UB}
2
Ω `

›

›

›
UB ´ Û

›

›

›

2

Ω
` 2
〈
pU ´ UBq, pUB ´ Ûq

〉
Ω
. (B.1)
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However the last term is zero as pUB´ Ûq P VBˆL2pΘq while pU´UBq is orthogonal

to VB ˆ L2pΘq. Then it follows that

E
„

›

›

›
U ´ Û

›

›

›

2

Ω



“ E
„

}U ´ UB}
2
Ω `

›

›

›
UB ´ Û

›

›

›

2

Ω



“ E
“

}U ´ UB}
2
Ω

‰

` E
„

›
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›
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